’Vietnam peace near
Compiled from the Associated Press
Top presidential adviser Henry A. Kissinger
yesterday announced -peace is at hand" in the
long conflict between North Vietnam and the
United Slates.
In a one-hour Washington D.C. briefing
following days of rumors and speculations. Kissinger told newsmen yesterday that both sides
have agreed on most major provisions at a settlement calling for, among other terms, a ceasefire "in place" in South Vietnam and return ol all
prisoners at war.
"We believe that peace is at hand." Kissinger
said. "We believe that an agreement is in sight
which ia just to all parties."
Although Pres. Nixon’s master political aide
said "one more negotiating session lasting no
more than three or tour days" would be necessary to seal the agreement. Kissinger said details
to be worked out were only linguistic and
technical.
Kissinger’s disclosure was the first official
U.S. word on the reported peace settlement.
Earlier in the day. Hanoi radio had announced
North Vietnam signed a peace settlement
outlining nine major points and was waiting for
a U.S. reply.

Kissinger’s reply didn’t come until mid
morning yesterday when he broke U.S. silence
and said the peace pact was imminent within
the next few days.
According to Kissinger. North Vietnam has set
an Oct. 31 deadline for coming to terms and
signing the proposed agreement.
One issue still to be resolved. Kissinger said. is
whether the United States will sign the
agreement on behalf of South Vietnam.
He said South Vietnam President Nguyen Van
Thieu had been referring to -a previous plan. not
this version" when he bitterly opposed the idea
of a coalition government that would include
Communist elements earlier this week.
In the first Saigon reaction to the announcement by Hanoi. the government’s official
radio said, "A separate agreement between
North Vietnam and the United States does not
concern us in any way."
"We in South Vietnam.- the broadcast said,
"have the right of salt -determination."
Even if the Oct. 31 deadline passed without a
signing, Kissinger indicated that negotiations
would continue without serious consequences.
"I can’t believe that when this progress has
been made an arbitrary deadline will break off

negotiations." he said.
The North Vietnamese. Kissinger. said, will
set the date of the final negotiating session. He
did not state where the concluding session
would be staged, but Paris has been the site of
previous sessions.
At yesterday’s news brieling. Kissinger
reviewed the nine points proposed by Hanoi,
noting that the cease-fire would begin "at a time
mutually agreed upon."
U.S. forces would be pulled out within 60 days
of the signing with a total prohibition against
any infiltration from North Vietnam either
across the demilitarized zone or from Laos or
Cambodia.
Separate cease-tires also would be negotiated
in Laos and Cambodia, the Hanoi statement said.
All prisoners, military and r’ ’Hien from both
sides, are to be returned parallel to the
withdrawal of American forces and will becompleted within BO days of the agreement’s signing.
In addition, the agreement calls for the halting
of all bombing and mining operations.
With respect to the political structure of South
Vietnam, the tentative agreement would set up
mixed political commissions, composed of
elements from the Viet Cong. Saigon government
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and neutralists. t 0 work out a new political
order.
The electoral commissions would have responsibility for ordering nationwide elections
and the formation of a new constitution and new
government.
The present Saigon government, however.
would probably retain most of its political
weight. During the cease-fire, in fact, Pres.
Thieu’s government would be in charge of most
of the country, including the mainly populated
areas. The Viet Cong. backed by 145.000 North
Vietnamese troops. would control scattered
areas of the country.
While information of the newly confirmed
peace proposal spread throughout the country.
the San Diego Evening Tribune said American
prisoners of North Vietnam would be flown to
hospitals nearest their homes as soon as they
were able to travel.
Listing an "unidentified Pentagon official" as
its source, the newspaper said the armed
services have agreed to get POWs to hospitals
"as soon as possible."
Rear Adm, Herbert Stoecklein, commander of
the San Diego Naval Hospital. said 84 of the
prisoners would be sent to San Diego where
special facilities have been prepared at the huge
hospital.
The Pentagon adopted the "soon as possible"
policy after dumping a U.S. Navy proposal to
delay the return of treed prisoners. They wanted
psychiatrists and physicians to work with them
to help ease the "cult/mil shock" alter confinements of as long as eight years.
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Politics, economics block
bilingual education search
By Rose Calhoun
Second of Two Parts
With such a large population ol Spanishspeaking persons in California, one wonders
why it’s taken so long for an effective bilingual
program to be instituted in the schools.
In recent years. Mexican -American students
and community representatives have contended
Spanish is an equal language to English in
California.
Citing the Guadalupe Hidalgo-Treaty.
Chicanos argue Spanish is a native language to
Californianot a foreign language and should
receive equal status in California schools.
According to Dr. Burton Brazil, San lose State
University executive vice-president, much of
the burden tor bilingual education rests with
elementary education levels. However, elementary schools have been hesitant to pick up the
burden.
Uveldo Palomares, president of the Institute
for Personal Effectiveness in Children, based in
San Diego, stated he believes bilingual
education has been hindered in its development
due to political or economic reasons.
it could have been because we needed people
to do work tor us-menial labor-and we wanted to
keep them feeling bad about the Spanish they
spoke or the mixture of the language they
spoke," Palomares said.
"We cast in the past, a negative light on
Spanish, on the learning in two languages in
school. So we convinced the Mexican -American
people and ourselves that learning in terms of
bilingual and bicultural education was really a
handicap and a negative thing," he said.
Palomares pointed out that bilingual eduation
is common in the rest of the world.
"In this country we’ve sold ourselves a false
bill of goods. So many of us believe that it we
institute a bilingual system in the schools that
our youngsters will be handicapped. This is a
complete fallacy.- he said.
Dr. Clay S. Andres, chairman ol SISD’s
Elementary Education Department, expressed
disappointment in Santa Clara County’s
bilingual educational program.
Dr. Andres stated the development of such
programs "has been a long tortuous affair."
During visits to various schools in the area, he
found teachers who were unqualified to teach
Spanish in charge of Spanish classes.
The obvious reason bilingual education is

failing is there are no teachers qualitied to teach
it." he said.
Palomares, on the other hand, was optimistic
about the present trend in bilingual education.
He said. "it’s beginning to pick up steam." and
that all the major cities have some form at
bilingual education in the schools.
Do graduate programs in college hinder the
development of bilingual education? Palomares
thinks it does.
"Yes, there are overt signs and actions which
are negative and contrary to the development of
such programs that would encourage this type ol
youngster or adult ISpanish-speaking), to get
into the program and stay in it and go out and
contribute to this action."
As an answer to what can be done to insure the
continuance of bilingual education in the
schools, Palomares contended people should be
made to realize that the cultural and ethnic issues are legitimate. He expressed concern that
most people see these issues as "not really being
too important."
Instead of the current practice ol hiring
someone to come in and develop curriculum
relevant to the Mexican -American experience in
a period of a year or two, Palomares asks more
time be given for program development.
After all, he stated, "it took hundreds and hundreds of years for us to get our Mull together in
terms of the Anglo mentality and Anglo
background."
"We had slot or failings in terms of our notions
of sociology related just to the economic status
of people. We studied that for year," he said.
"Now we’re coming in with culture and
ethnicity of the Chicano as an issue, an important thing to consider in the development of a
human being and people expect it all to be done
overnight, perfectly."
"So, they are super critical of any new
program or any people who are hired to do that
type of thing."
"We expect them to come in and just solve all
the problems and all the issues and it they don’t
then we say they’re not doing their job, without
us fully appreciating the tremendous amount of
work and support that something like that
takes," Palomares added.
Further information concerning bilingual
education is presented in a study conducted by
Theodore Anderson and Mildred Boyer for the
Southwest Educational Development

Laboratory. ol Austin, Texas, which was
published in lanuary. 1970.
The report states "Language is the most important exteriorization of manifestation of the
self, of the human personality."
"If the school rejects the mother tongue of an
entire group of children," the study continues, II
can be expected to affect seriously and adversely
those children’s concept of their parents, their
homes, and of themselves. The findings of this study indicate that
bilingual education is a plus-factor for most
students.
Preliminary research indicates "provided one
of the languages is the mother tongue, children
who learn through Iwo languages tend to learn
as well or better than those who learn through
only one."
As a rationale for bilingual schooling, the
study contends "The most obvious anomaly of
our educational policy regarding foreign
language learning is the fact that we spend
perhaps a billion dollars a year to teach
languages in the schools. the Foreign Service
Institute, The Department of Defense, and
others."
"Yet, virtually no part of the effort goes to
maintain and to develop the competence of
American children who speak the language
natively."
While university officials contend the responsibility for bilingual education rests with the
elementary education personnel, elementary officials have been unavailable and uncooperative.
Numerous attempts to contact Dr. Oreon
Keesler, high school coordinator for Santa Clore
County. and Mrs. Tony Menet I. County Bilingual
Education Department, have proven fruitless.
As to positive aspects of what’s being done to
insure bilingual education in the areas’ schools,
San Jose’s Model Cities Program is developing a
program to leach bilingual instructors to teach
bilingual education.
51511 has instituted a humanities graduate
program dealing with bilingual high school
students in an effort to prepare them for college.
And, the federal government is preparing a
television program similar to Sesame Street
with a bilingual slant. The television program is
being developed by the Bilingual Children’s
Television Project based in Oakland. Screening
of the program is scheduled for September. 1973.

to U.S. and Indochina
By Mark Levine
The nation waits anxiously as diplomats scuttle in and out of world capitals. The sweet odor
of peace is in the air.
Yesterday’s announcement by presidential
adviser Henry Kissinger that the United States
and the Democratic Republic of Vietnam (North
Vietnam) are on the threshold of peace has captured the thoughts of many Americans.
The Indochina conflict has been the longest
war in United States history. Its background
goes beck to 1954 when the Geneva Convention
of French Indochina convened to examine the
question of Southeast Asia. At that time it was
decided that the area known as Vietnam be
divided at the 17th parallel for an interim period.
North Vietnam was headed by a man who captured the revolutionary imagination of many of
the world’s citizens. HoChi Minh, some say. was
the George Washington of Vietnam. On the other
hand, the first leader of South Vietnam, Ngo
Dinh Diem’s regime was riddled with corruption
and discrimination against Buddhists.

Commentary
It was during the Diem reign that the United
Slates sent the first American advisers to South
Vietnam. The year was 1961.
The Kennedy years in America ended with approximately 30,000 American troops, officially
called advisers, in South Vietnam,
The 1964 election battle between Lyndon
Johnson and Barry Goldwater was fought
mainly over the Vietnam issue. Goldwater
proposed the bombing of the port city of
Haiphong and the capital of Hanoi. Johnson. running as a peace candidate, rejected this.
The 1964 election results were an un-

Set clock back
2 a.m. Sunday
"Does anybody know what time it is’? Does
anybody really care?" As the question in this
pop tune by the vocal group Chicago suggests,
start thinking about turning the clock back one
hour at 2 a.m. Sunday.
Daylight Savings Time in the United States
means advancing the clock by one hour during
the summer, usually, from 2 a.m. on the last Sunday in April until 2 mm. on the last Sunday in
October.
A popular pun indicates how to set the clock.
"man springs forward and falls back..

precedented landslide or Johnson.
In the same year, the United States and North
Vietnam became involved in a naval battle in the
Gulf of Tonkin off the Vietnam coast. President
Johnson went to Congress and received what
became the pretext for the sending of additional
troops to South Vietnam.
The Johnson years after the Gulf of Tonkin
Resolution are notable for the number of troops
shipped to South Vietnam. At the height of the
war there were over 550,000 Americans in Vietnam.
Pre-election history in 1968 is remembered for
the March 31 statement by Johnson that he
would not seek a second term and that he had
stopped the bombing of North Vietnam.
The emergence of Richard .Nixon as Ow
Republican candidate coincided with
Democratic hopeful Hubert Humphrey’s breakaway from lohnson’s war policies. But Nixon
won. He said he had a plan to end the war.
For four years the American people have
waited to hear the plan. On Oct. 26, the world
listened to both North Vietnam and the United
States say publicly that the war was going to
end.
Peace can only help to bolster President
Nixon’s re-election chances. He will be accused
of waiting until the eve of the 1972 election. That
however, is not the point.
Even if George McGovern loses, and the polls
say he will, his candidacy will have served an
extremely important purpose. The McGovern
campaign put Vietnam again into the limelight of
American politics. It reminded America that
more than 50,000 of its citizens have died in Indochina, 20,000 of them in the Nixon years.
Why Nixon waited until 1972 to reveal his
plan is not only due to the presidential elections.
He had to be sure America could bargain from a
position of strength. The President’s trip to the
Soviet Union and his jaunt to Communist China
were part of the Nixon plan for the stability of
the Indochina region.
The departure of the United States from Indochina will, however, mean a turn -about in the
Asian power struggle. The People’s Republic of
China’s sphere of influence will undoubtedly increase as the small nations of that sector of the
world scramble for security.
The Sino-Soviet dispute will also widen as the
Russians try to win Asian nations from China.
The Vietnam troops will be coming home but
not accompanied by gala celebrations as were
veterans of other wars. These troops will be
coming to an America that examined its
conscience from the inside, an America that
struggled domestically with the grim knowledge
that Asian and American blood was being
spilled on an Indochina battleground.
Now the war is avers period of examination is
paramount.

School start in August?
By Alan Rosenberg
An early I all semester may welcome San lose
State University students next year.
Dr. ’red V. Benedict, dean of academic planning is trying to change the school calendar. It
his proposal is approved by the Academic Council, the fall semester may begin in mid -August
and terminate with finals by Christmas
vacation.
As long as the 1973-74 academic year meets
minimal standards from the Chancellor’s office,
Christmas vacation would approximately start
in mid -December and continue until the first of
February.
Dr. Benedict has surveyed an early tall
semester program for one and a half years, but
his first steps were blocked by Chancellor Glenn
S. Dumke. Now after a careful study, the Board
of Trustees has given their tentative approval.
After sampling opinions of the school deans,
Dr. Benedict will start In discuss the alternatives
with the Academic Council next week.
During this time Dr. Benedict said. "I will consult with the administration, while students will
be able to speak through their representatives
on council."
Although a decision will be reached in six
weeks by the executive committee. Dr. Benedict
said. "I would not predict what the decision
would he."
While reaching a decision, the committee must
keep in mind Iwo objectives.
’the early semester program must have enough
days of instruction 172 days) or run the risk of
accreditation. In addition, a careful thought of

problems such as the transferrence of community college students will be considered.
"We must make it possible for midyear
students from junior colleges to make the shift,"
said Dr. Benedict "otherwise if we begin the
spring semester too early these students will be
denied admission."
The period between Christmas and the spring
semester could be used by students to take a
couple of courses for credit. One concern ol Dr.
Benedict is if the mini -break or extended
semester will damage the summer school session.
But Dr. Paul M. Bradley. assistant to the dean
of continuing education for summer sessions.
said the mini -break would be an advantage to
SISU students.
"We have been talking about changing our
summer session for a long time- said Dr.
Bradley, "now maybe the administration will
adjust the sessions to several three week sessions to end before August.
Dr. Bradley said there is no ruling against the
summer session offerings in January. According
to or, Bradley extension courses could be made
available to students as well as instructors
during the mini semester.
Although Dr. Benedict said most of the 300
institutions under the program are private ones,
several colleges in the California University
system want to follow the proposal.
II Dr. Benedict’s recommendat ion is passed by
Academic Council a revised academic calendar
for next year will be sent for the chancellor’s approval.
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No, he’s not tripped out He’s just a SJSU student who finds pleasure in sleeping

see story, p.5)
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Editorial

War used for a political ace’

Coming home at last
After several agonizing years, the
chapter of American history entitled
"The Vietnam War" appears to be
nearing its conclusion.
It is a chapter best not forgotten.
We welcome the peace in Southeast
Asia.
Peace in Southeast Asia; how important that phrase has become to
America!
Think of this generation brought up
to love its country, to admire its
government, to admire its leaders.
Indeed, for many of the college-age
youth in America, this nation was once
a combination of a worldwide Santa
Claus with the fatherly manner of an
Abraham Lincoln.
To this generation, soon to be this
nation’s establishment, America was
The Dream, the epitome of freedom,

lite, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.
As this generation stood stiffly in
school each day to pledge allegience to
its flag it grew to love its ideals and its
nation.
As the Vietnam War continued we
grew to hate the country and distrust
the leaders. The war showed that the
dream and the reality are shockingly
different.
It is for this hate, this distrust, and
these scars that the Vietnam War must
never be fortotten.
We are glad the war nears its end.
The price we have paid for it far
outweighs any possible returns.
Hopefully, what we have lost in
fighting that sad, sad war, we can
someday regain.
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Four years ago, when Richard Nixon
was elected President, I said the Vietnam War would end a few weeks
before election day in 1972.
It was a cynical comment, I suppose,
and hardly original. However, I don’t
think I was 100 per cent convinced.
After so many years of the old
Nixon, it was a little difficult for me to
accept the new Nixon as nothing more
than a recycled Nixon with a Madison
Avenue veneer.
Even still, I’m not much of a cynic.
Deep down, when I talked about
Nixon, his reelection and the war, I
didn’t really believe he’d end the war a
few weeks before election day. I didn’t
believe that even Richard Nixon had
that much political, simple, human
gall.
Well he’s done it.
However, when he played that
political ace, it affected me in a way I
didn’t anticipate.
The Vietnam War has so affected
America, that to think what the country would have been like without the
war, is staggering.
To think what this nation might
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To rob me of that last shred of belief
by cheating on a peace that has meant
so much to this country is unforgiveable.
He’s robbed me of the joy of peace.
He’s robbed me of the potential
pleasure of seeing a sick and bloody
chapter of American history finally
close without strings, to close simply
and wearily.
He robbed me with a premeditated
and cautiously planned political ploy.
While, I still believe you can’t kill the
dream, the belief in mankind, I see now
that you can trample the dream and
allow it to tarnish to the point where it
no longer inspires.

b, Ramiro Amcencio
"Ancient Mexico was the home of al
ball game so fierce that the captain of
the losing team was sacrificed to the
gods," states the November, 1970 issue
of "Science Disgest."
It may be true that soccer had its
origin, not in Europe as commonly assumed, but in ancient Mexico where
the Aztecs and Mayas participated in
one of the roughest games in preColumbian history-Hachtili. Spanish
chronicles written during the period of
the invasion of Mexico reveal many
Spaniards took the idea of the game
back to Europe.
Meso-American
Today,
believe the
archaeologists
transplanted native American ball
game had a great influence on the
formulation of the rules for soccer and
other modern team sports as well.
The Mayas named the sport "pok-tapok" and it was played with a hard
rubber ball within elaborate paved
courts. The Europeans were initially
amazed by the rubber ball because
rubber was unknown until the discovery of the Americans. The rubber
ball bounced higher and more
vigorously than any of the leather
balls filled with hair or with inflatable
bladders found in Europe.
The game was important to the Indian of Central America and revered in
d religious manner. The sport was
closely linked to the temples of that
period and the Spanish priests labored
to put an end to the sport that was
closely linked to many of things that
the Spanish were trying to change.

Facing the prospect of four more years
by ’torn l’olinger of the Graphic Of fence

RAPE OF THE PEOPLE’S RIGHTS
The Nixon administration has
succeeded in cutting back every
citizen’s constitutional rights. Mitchell and the justice Department have

more trickery than this country needs
at this stage of the game.
I didn’t really think that even Nixon,
the political animal, would have the
gall to pull off such a stunt.
However, in so doing, it has left me
feeling robbed.
I don’t mind getting angry at the
President because it means I still
regard some things as worthwhile and
worth believeing.

Soccer’s origins in Mexico, not France

0NE sTRuGGLE mANy

Today, we are faced with the
prospect of four more years of an administration which is not only willing
to enforce public pressure to prosecute
"criminals," but tries to create that
pressure, and is willing to disregard
basic constitutional guarantees in the
process. To have men in the top
positions of government with such an
outlook is indicative of the type of
repressive road the U.S. Government
is really on. The cast of characters is
incredible. They include:
Nixon, who was quoted by Reagan
as saying that even if the U.S. Supreme
Court had stopped the Amchitka atom
bomb tests, he would have gone ahead
with them anyway...
Kleindienst, the attorney general,
who declared that the 1970 Cambodian
invasion student demonstrators were
"ideological criminals ... who should
be placed in relocation centers ...
Rehnquist, the Supreme Court appointee, who was on the right-wing
side of the Goldwater camp, and has
ties with the John Birch Society .. .
Powell, the Supreme Court justice
who at the bar convention called for a
moratorium on social criticism in the
United States, and in a memorandum
published by Jack Anderson proposed
the censorship of college textbooks
that criticized the free enterprise
system . .

have been like if the war had ended a
little less than four years ago is equally
staggering.
When I first heard the news about
the end of the war (which I now accept
as a foregone conclusion) I was
pleased.
When it finally sunk in that Richard
Nixon had played just another
political trick, I tried to keep from
voicing cliches about Tricky Dick.
But what Richard Nixon is doing to
me and to America is not quite right
and hardly honest.
The year 1968 was not such a great
year as far as years go. King and
Kennedy were killed and Nixon was
elected President with a household
word named Spiro as his vice
president.
While the dream exemplified by
King and Kennedy may have dimmed,
due to their absence, I didn’t believe
you could kill a dream.
The following four years, while not
as bad as 1968, haven’t been much to
write home about.
But to top this past year with a
politically expedient peace is much
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claimed the President is not bound by
the law that states that evidence obtained by wiretap is only admissible if
court approval is obtained before it is
gathered or by the Fourth
Amendment’s strict are against
"unreasonable search and seizure."
The DC Crime Bill, authored by Associate Deputy Attorney Gen. Donald
Santarelli, one of Nixon’s speech
writers, established preventive detention. This measure calls for up to 60
days of imprisonment, prior to trial, of
any defendant who in the opinion of
the judge, seems likely to be guilty and
likely to commit other crimes if
released on bail. This innovation
violates the Fifth, Sixth, and Eights
Amendments to the Constitution, and
abrogates the basic principle
underlying our system of justicethe
presumption of innocence.
The hill’s no-knock provision
permits law -enforcement officials and
private citizens assisting them to enter
private premises, openly or stealthily,
themidentifying
without
contravening the
selvesflatly
Fourth Amendment’s prohibition of
"unreasonable searches and seizures."
FEDERAL INQUISITION
The Organized Crime Control Act,
passed in 1970, was largely put
together by the administration. It
authorized the attorney general or his
designate to impanel "special" grand
juries in any district where they are
"necessary because of criminal activity." These grand juries were not
only impowered to investigate and indict, but to issue reports that need not

be based on legally admissible
evidence but can consist of opinion,
hearsay, and slander.
The First Amendment freedom of the
press, has also been attached. The
Nixon Court has struck down immunity for newspaper reporters, requiring they disclose their sources for
articles before grand juries. This
means that a columnist like Jack
Anderson, who has long been a source
of embarrassment to the administration for his publication of controversial "leaks," could be required to
disclose his sources before a
government -appointed grand jury or
face years of imprisonment.
"JUSTICE" CONFERENCE"
This flouting of justice and rape of
the people’s constitutional rights has
characterized four years of justice
under Nixon, and will increase if he is
re-elected. We must arm ourselves
now with the knowledge of what has
happened and how we can fight back.
The second half of the conference
"Justice During the Nixon Years" will
take place Oct. 28-29 in Morris Dailey.
The program on Oct. 28 will begin at
1 p.m. with a panel on the courts, with
Anthony Amsterdan, Susan Jordan,
Tony Quintero, Jerry Hawes and John
Thorne, the lawyer for George Jackson
and Reies Tijerina. At 3:30 p.m. there’ll
be two films, "Salt of the Earth" and
"Now."
The program will start at 1:30 p.m.
with speakers such as Dolores Huerta
of UFWOC, Howard Moore, Angela
Davis’ lawyer, and others, Sunday.

After a hew decades the courts lay
silent and in ruins.
After making contact with the New
World, Europeans de-emphasized the
importance of individual skill in favor
of the collective team work of the
native American ball players. Modern
competitive team sports such as,
soccer, football and basketball may
never have developed without the idea
of team sports gained from native
Americans.
The native Americans were able to
keep the ball in the air for hours at a
time using only elbows, hips and
knees. At no time was the ball
permitted to touch the ground.
Spanish witnesses write that it was
not unusual for two or more players to
fall dead from exhaustion in the course
of a single game.
Besides the importance of the game
in terms of physical fitness, the game
played an important role in the redis-

tribution of wealth and power. Gambling was heavy among the native
Americans-some betting gold, their
homes and entire kingdoms.
Many of the games were sacred,
enabling the priests to predict the
future depending on the outcome of the
game. Tlachtli was invariably associated with human sacrifice, such as
the case of the captain of the losing
team who was promptly offered at the
end of the game.
The games also provided a means of
social mobility. Star athletes were
given a high position of importance
and prestige among rulers and commoners alike. Outlying villages paid
tribute to central states in the form of a
rubber ball. The balls were important
trade objects and enhanced the
economic base of various groups. They
were important also in encouraging
alliances among far-flung groups.

Letter to the Editor

A day not to be forgotten
Editor
Today is Thursday as I write this
letter but the words I am writing are
from the notes I took yesterday which
was a day I will never forget. I went to
the Student Council meeting for the
very first time.
I walked into the room at approximately 3:25 p.m. for the meeting
which was to begin at 3:30 p.m. I sat
down towards the front next to a girl
who looked as calm as I felt. We talked
quietly to each other as the excited
council members hurried in to start the
meeting with the many complicated
problems at hand that needed urgent,
diligent attention.
Of course because we elected these
concerned
industrious,
diligent,
human beings to represent us in council, they began their meeting promptly
at 4:30 when the 13th member of council strode in announcing:
"I have just come from a weeks
vacation and I am dead tired." There
were cheers and exclamations from the
crowd as this 13th member out of the
present 19 created a quorum, making
the meeting possible.
At 4:42 p.m. the minutes were approved to the elation of everyone in the
room because the business could now
begin.
The first order of consideration was
a student from the Humanities
Department requesting a loan of $50 to
provide money for two security officers to be at a concert. Profits will go
to buy books for high school students
at schools where the libraries are
lacking in interesting books for them
to read.
The council generously loaned the
girl her $50 after she was questioned
as to which high schools whould be
receiving the books, and who exactly
would be the receivers of the $50. In
their concern for this project it was
further stipulated that the money must
be paid in full within one week
following the concert.
Next an alternative media center on
campus was the subject of discussion.
Council informed the people involved
that of course they could do whatever
they wanted with their approval as
long as the people concerned find a
place for it on campus, which they, the
council approve and accept. No

decision or vote was taken on this subject until "the official place" is found.
Then the next topic was an Asian American contemporary music
program. This is being organized by
the Asian-American Cultural steering
committee. The money needed was
tabled by the allocations committee
until their meeting on Thursday Nov.
2, w hich is the day before Friday, the
day of the Nov. 3, program. Only
one-half hour was spent discussing
and deciding the correct rules of
procedure before council decided that
the allocations board was given too
much power to do whatever they
wanted with the needs and finances of
the students and campus clubs.
After this the whole meeting was
concerned with each individual
allocation request. Unfortunately, I
had to regrettably leave this meeting
at this time because it was now 6:30
p.m. and there was far more work the
council apparently intended to do in
their most organized, intense and
diligent manner.
Sincerely
Honestly
Truly
Mishael Simmons
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’Conflict investigation asked
SACRAMENTOAn investigation was called tar yesterday
by state employee leaders at what they called the improper and
illegal use at state kinds" by some state officials opposing Prop.
15, the salary initiative on the Nov. 7 ballot.
Welter W. Taylor, general manager at the Calilorma State Employees Association. said at a news conterence Attorney General
Evelle I. Younger is being requested to "investigate incompatible
activities and conflicts of interest of two State Personnel Board
officials and one State Personnel Board member."

SP to request rate increases
SAN FRANCISCOSouthern Paid ic said yesterday it will
seek an increase of tram six to twelve per cent in commuter fares
for San Francisco Peninsula service.
The railroad said it is asking the state Public Utilities Corn mission to approve a $2.50 increase in monthly ride tickets, a 75
cent increase in weekly tickets and a 15 cent increase in one-way
tickets.
George V. Housman, traffic manager, said monthly tickets
would go up six per cent on the San lose run.
The proposed rate increases far five-day monthly tickets
would be from $40 to $42.50 tor San lose passengers.

Maritime picketing continues
SAN FRANCISCOMarifitne deck ullicers resumed their
picketing rut West Coast ships yesterday as their negotiators and
shipping company representatives converged on Washington to
open contract talks with federal mediators.
The union ringed Pacific Maritime Association ships in five
West Coast ports, Baltimore and Honolulu with pickets after its
contract talks with the PMA broke down at midnight Tuesday.

Water group s protest ignored
SACRAMENTOA permit hearing on the Sail million New
Moloney Dam opened yesterday over objections from the Contra
Costa County Water Agency, which said the state shouldn’t conduct hearings until the federal government says it will abide by a
state ruling.
The dam would be located on the Stanislaus River about 35
miles northeast of Modesto and would provide power,
recreational use and flood protection for agricultural land, according to U.S. Bureau of Reclamation Engineer, Gleason L.
Renaud.

Intimidation hearing in trial
FAIRFIELDA closed hearing began yesterday to determine
whether certain state witnessess are being intimidated aginst
testifying in the luan Corona mass murder trial.

’Salmon watchers firebombed
MODESTOFive persons on "salmon poacher watch- on the
Tuolumne River escaped injury when their tent was the target of
a firebombing early yesterday, officials reported.
King salmon are currently making their annual spawning run
up the Tuloumne River which is closed to fishing until December
31. The group is trying to prevent poachers from taking the
salmon where water is low.
It was the group’s second night on the watch when the tire bombing occurred.

Cease-fire boosts stock market
NEW YORKAnticipation ot a cease-fire in Indochina
boosted the stock market again yesterday. This time it was based
on word trom presidential advisor Henry A. Kissinger that
"peace is at hand."
The market advanced on a broad front, although the Dow lanes
industrial averages closed with only a small gain after an initial
spurt.
"There’s still confusion and uncertainty about the Vietnam
situation and the market doesn’t like uncertainty," said John I.
Smith. analyst for Fahnestock and Co.

We’11:71k.N

Cecelia Cruz flies high as SBU’s baton twirler

stated.
Kapnick discussed in detail
the need for business to report
in writing its economic and
social goals.
"Information of this type
would provide a realistic basis
for the public to evaluate the
particular
progress of a
business in helping to solve
the social problems in each
opercountry in which it
ates..." he asserted.
Kapnick went on to talk of
the need for a a set of
international accounting standards tar financial reporting.
"Economics are as true for
the United States as they are
for Brazil; as good for France
as they are for England."
If these standards could be
"Acoperational,
made
counting will provide the

Student
teaching
slots open
Applications for secondary
student leaching, Spring 1973,
will be available Oct. 30
through Nov. 3.
All students eligible for
student teaching may pick up
the
application
outside
Education Room 404.

Hillel

EVERYTHING
PHOTOGRAPHIC

Marchers sound off \\H

By Al Francis
The sound ol trumpets
playing a high-pitched tune
that was usually heard when
the ancient Romans were
being invaded by an army
breaks the quiet afternoon on
campus.
The bass and snare drums
begin their throbbing beat in
time with the trumpets. Then
the rest ot the brass
instruments of the San lose
State University Marching
Band join the magniticant.
powerful music that fills the
air.
Strutting in a swift, high
stepping rhythmic manner,
the formations are suddenly
halted by the screeching sound
of the director’s bull horn. The
director is perched atop a
ladder critically watching and
listening to the band as it practices on the ROTC field adjacent to the Music Building.
"Where is your horn?" the
guy on top of the ladder inquires demandingly to one of
t he 185 band members," who is
marching in formation
without his instrument, The
horns are silenced until the
musician gets his instrument.
The purpose of the band is to
perform at home games. It
takes 35 pages of step-by-step
formation movement instructions and 1,400 man-hours of
practice to put together a six
minute halftime show, pointed
out the student administrator

for the marching band, Bill
leske.
A marching band practice is
similar to the practice of a
football team with various
segments dicing their part to
perform in a game or the
halftime show.
This is the first year that the
Spartan band is an entirely
student -run organization.
leske, a graduate student,
oversees the entire marching
band. coordinating the various
groups.
The music and formations
for a halftime performance are
written on paper by Scott
director,
student
Pierson.
leske, and the rest of the
student staff at the band.
By following a number indicating his position on the
field, each member memorizes
where he is supposed to be on
exactly what musical note ins
35-page booklet produced by
the staff. The booklet, in a
sense, is a "play book" for that
show.
leske contends that SISU’s
band is, "The best marching
band on the West Coast." He
added, "It is evident that we
ISISU) are better than Cal and
Stanford’s"
Berkeley
marching bands by comparison.
brass
all
An
instrument band is unique on
the West Coast, said leske, and
SIStl’s unit is the only one.
he brass band has more
and
projection
volume,

powerful sounds for the
stadium performance than
bands with reed instruments."
explained leske.
"Actually the band is the
only good thing that comes out
of San lose State University.
Our football team doesn’t
really make it." leske said
bluntly.
In addition to the main block
of musicians, there are 35
auxiliary members which include the flag girls, baton
twirler and a group of girls
called the Band-Aids.
The Band-Aids, who resemble the Golddiggers television
dancing group, are a unique
part of the band, noted leske.
The SISU Band-Aids were
started eight years ago.
One of the problems facing
the
student
band
organize’ ion is financial
stability, said leske.
"Associated Student Council doesn’t want to sponsor us."
[mike
claimed.
"Priorities
change every year and they
lcouncil) aren’t coming back to
us every year."
"We are trying to be
independently financed by
community involvement."
pointed out leske.
It would take 10 years to
become financially supported,
he estimated.
Michigan and Ohio State
Universities have budgets of
$200,000 to work with, leske
reported.
leske is asking tor a $45.000

Sunday, Oct. 29, Lox and Bagel Brunch
Jewish Student Center, 12:30 P.M.
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budget for the next few years
for the band.
Band members are also
trying to raise $20,000 in order
to go to Hawaii for the final
game of the season.

CALIFORNIA’S OLDEST
CAMERA SHOP

1

Don’t Throw Away
Your Chance
To Vote

OVER 20,000 TITLES

means tor business to report
worldwide on a basis
understood by all; one that
will reflect the true business
results of the decisions made
by multinational corporations," Kapnick stated.

folors P.O.1
330 SOUTH TENTH STREET
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 95112
PHONE 408 286.0930

Open

THE HODGE P
HAS FINALLY ARRIVED
A super place to get together before and after the
game. Featuring premimum beer on tap and great tap

Most politicians would be happier if you
didn’t vote. Disappoint them! Don’t let
complex ABSENTEE voting procedures
keep you from voting. Here’s how to
do it:

application and/or the ballot itself, fill
them out immediately. Have them notarized.
5. Mail them immediately to the office
that sent them.

If your voting address is not your school
address, an absentee ballot form has to
be requested from your home County
Board of Elections or your County or
Town Clerk. In order to vote for President, your application must be received
by October 31. The deadline is earlier for
local elections in many states.

IF YOU ARE REGISTERED TO VOTE AT
YOUR SCHOOL ADDRESS, GO TO
YOUR ASSIGNED POLLING PLACE ON
NOVEMBER 7, AND VOTE!

5 STEPS

wines, grilled sandwiches, wine coolers, pool, pinball
machines and last but not least, horny bartenders and
barmaids.
After checking out the HODGE PODGE check out:

1. Tear out the form below and fill it out.
2. Have the form notarized. Ask school
officials for help with notarization.
3. Mail this form to your county or town
Clerk or your County Board of Elections.
4

When you receive the absentee ballot

If you need assistance, contact your local
McGovern, Nixon or other campaign
headquarters or the Student National
Education Association, 1201 16th St.,
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036. Tel: 202833-5527.
THE STUDENT NATIONAL EDUCATION
ASSOCIATION HAS SUPPLIED THIS
INFORMATION BECAUSE THEY WANT
YOU TO REMEMBER THAT IF YOU
DON’T VOTEYOU DON’T COUNT’

mim MMMMMM wswommelowsaiwommwissim.
October

,
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Dear Sir:

THE SIX PAK SHAK

My duties as a student require me to be absent from my residence

in
(county, town, address)

continuously through election day.

for your wine and beer to take to the game! Order your
kegs for after the game parties. Free delivery makes it

Pursuant to the 1970 Voting Rights Amendment
91-285) please send an absentee ballot, and/or

(Public Law
application

therefor, to me at my school address:

easy. So get your head together and check out third

Weekend Activities

Saturday, Oct. 28, Ice-Skating Party
Meet at Jewish Student Center, 441 S
10th St.,
at 7:30 P. M. for a ride to Eastridge

STUDENT DISCOUNT

’Brass leads the charge’

Business exec, Kapnick
cites need for standards
by Debbe Sells
Kapnick. chief
Harvey
executive of Arthur Anderson
and Co.. giving the keynote address at the Distinguished
Businessman’s Seminar at San
lose State University Wednesday, cited the need for
"international accounting
standards" and "publication of
goals statements" by business,
as the two crucial improvements in the field ot accounting today.
Kapnick delivered his address, "The Challenge for
International Business," to
group of HbOt11 100 students
and faculty members after a
brief reception in the business
building that morning.
"We
must
continually
explore the seemingly impossible and establish
challenging goals for the
future." he said.
He went on to discuss the increasing need for public in format ion within the
scope of
::international
:business. He commented that
::multinational
companies
throughout the world did
;:much for business in general
::55 well as for improvement of
Hocial and economic relations
t hroughout the world.
trade
International
provides the basis for dis:cussion and resolution of
:philosophical differences that
exist in the world today. and
’hopefully on a basis excluding
’the necessity tor the use of
lame and armed conflict," he

1,"
Phil Gould

street, the HODGE PODGE is at 69 So. Third, and the
SIX PAK SHAK at 141 So. Third.

CHECK OUT THE THIRD STREET GANG!

(Print Name)

(SignMure)

(NOTARY PUBLIC AND SEAL)
weetwoumiemotessommmiessamiewas
TO VOTE BY MAIL IN THE NOVEMBER
PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION, TEAR OUT
AND MAIL THE ABOVE FORM TO YOUR
HOME COUNTY CLERK, BOARD OF

ELECTIONS, OR APPROPRIATE ELECTIONS OFFICIAL.
THE FEDERAL DEADLINE
IS OCTOBER 3/.
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Art of Vietnam vet

Photos depict war
by Stephanie Curtis
Stewart MacKenzie II
started out photographing the
motorcycle races of his
friends. A few years later, he
was drafted, joined the
Marines and eventually found
himself
in
Vietnam
photographing
combat
situations.
"Photos of the War," now
being shown on the third level
of the College Union, is a
shocking documentary on the
destruction of lives and land in
the seemingly endless war.

Wearing a red plaid cowboy
shirt and patched Wearing a
red plaid cowboy shirt and
patched levis MacKenzie has a
young, innocent face that
belies his intimate knowledge
of war.
Now an active member of
Vietnam Veterans Against the
War, he explained he went to
Vietnam because he knew as a
combat photographer he
wouldn’t be killing anyone.
The visual impact of seeing
blown -off heads and gaping
wounds may turn your

stomach but, MacKenzie said
he conditioned himsell. You
have to or you would sit
around crying all the time," he
explained.
The gruesoine aspects of the
war are balanced by shots of
Vietnamese men and women
contentedly doing their daily
tasks; their existence seems
untouched by battles or
napalm. In sharp contrast are
helilcopter shots of land
pockmarked by defoliation.
Most of MacKenzie’s film
taken in Vietnam was heavily

New Hefner creation
has girls, bad writing
f:aul Melo

Stewart MacKenzie il explaining his exhibit "Photos of the War."

Genius sparks ’Fantasia’

Classic movie delights
by Frank Bruno
During the same era Mitch
Clark Gable shocked the him
world with the word "damn"
and the U.S. Cavalry chased
rampagning Indians accross
the screen. Walt Disney
produced a surrealistic
masterpeice called "Fantasia."
Containing some of the most
brilliant animation done
before or since and combined
With the music of Bach.
Beethoven and Ichiakovsky,
"Fantasia" glows with the
images of all the dreams ever

dreamed.
Dancing sugar plum fairies
sprinkle crystal drops of dew
on flower and stem, the earth
is formed from a mass of
whirling gasses and the devil
from "Night on Bald Mountain" sees his nightmare world
give way to morning light of
puriety with the "Ave Maria"
segment.
Disney was not truly
recognized for the genius of
this film in 1939 but later on
and especially now in today’s
multi-media world "Fantasia"

can be appreciated on the
basis of it’s beauty and
originality.
The film is made up of introductions and music
performed by the Philadelphia
Symphony Orchestra with
Leopold Stokowski set to eight
themes of music and
animation.
The abrupt cuts from the
various segments to the
orchestra are the only
amaturish aspects of the film.
Familiarity with the music
tends to enhance the ap-

Frampton’s first solo disc
mixes rock, ’sweet sounds’
by Steve Medalled
Peter Frampton. one ,,I
England’s finest guitarists,
has astounded the record
world by the release of "Winds
of Change," his first solo
album.
Astounded, because the
record is just so fine, and the
lack of him being a "name"
hurts him.
Frampton’s departure from
Humble Pie last year was one
of the saddest events in rock.
Frampton’s lead guitar and
song writing framed the early
course of the band, toning
down the heavy rock n’ roll of

Steve Marriott, the band’s
rhythmn guitarist and ex Small Face, with the mellow,
flowing riffs that Frampton
did so well.
Actually, the album should
be Frampton and friends, for
among the friends who help
out are Andy Bown, who
worked with Frampton in his
first exposure band-The Herd.
Ringo Starr (whose band name
escapes me) Klaus Voorman,
and the incomparable Billy
Preston.
Frampton’s guitar sings its
sweetest on "All I Want To
Be", "Wind of Change" and

Moliere comedy
premieres tonight
Moliere’s -Tartuffe", will
open Friday in the University
Theater. Curtain time is 8 p.m.
Tickets will cost $1 for
students and $2 general admission. They may be obtained at the door of the
theater, Fifth and San
Fernando streets.
Preceeding the performance,
University and community
dignitaries will meet for a
brief ceremony to re -christen
the theatre. It will mark the official name change from
college to University Theatre.
Immediately following the
play the entire audience is invited to a reception on stage
where faculty members, cast
and crew will be present to
answer questions.
Michael Logan will portray
Tartuffe and loseph Allen will
play Organ, the two main
characters in the play. Also included in the cast are Karen
Barton. Mary Conetto, Esther
Tom’s. K Pr) Itart,,n and john

Faire group
sets concert
(bin: or
Mum, ki,
Group’s opening concert of its
third season will be tonight at
San lose State University.
Showtime is 8:15 in the SIStr
concert hall. Admission is
free.
Featured guest artist David
Seeley will be heard in Bach’s
Concerto for Oboe. Strings
and Continuo.
Conductor Hien Harada will
open the program with
Haydn’s Symphony No. 22 in
E-flat Major, The Philosopher.
Mozart’s Symphony in G minor, the 40th. will conclude
the program

Erlendson.
Scene design is by Warner
Blake and costume design is
by Carol Brolaski.

"Lady Lieright". Here, he gives
a taste of some of the mellow
stuff he is known for.
He lets his rock n’ roll shine
on "lompin’ jack Flash" and
"It’s a Plain Shame." His
version of "H. Flash." the only
song on the album he did not
write, ought to make Messrs.
lagger and Richard consider
doing his version instead of
their own.
"It’s A Plain Shame" is the
closest Frampton comes to
doing the all out rockers Humble Pie was doing.
The personages on
"Alright." Ringo, Voorman
and Preston, contribute to the
liveliness of the cut, and
especially Billy Preston. who
pounds one of the best
keyboards around, makes this
cut an album highlight.
All in all, this album has to
be heard to be believed. Description really does not do this
album justice. Even if the
name of Pete Frampton doesn’t
rings bell, the music will make
you feel you’ve known about
Frampton all your life.

Steve Stills to play
in Maples Pavillion
lot tiler
Stephi,
member of the Buffalo
Springfield and Crosby, Stills,
Nash and Young, will bring
his band Manassas to perform
at Maples Pavillion on the
Stanford University campus
Wednesday (Nov. III at 8 p.m.
Tickets are available at all
Ticketron outlets for 83.50,
$4.50, 85.50.
The latest album put out by
the group was titled "Manessa s"
and
included
performances by Chris
Hillman and Dallas ’I’aylor
(ex-Byrdsl and Bill Wyman
(Rolling Stones bassist).
Stills came out with two
solo albums before "Manassas" entitled "Steven Stills"
and "Steven Stills II." Still’s
music has moved from the
basic modified country sound
of Buffalo Springfield to

touches of rythnm and blues
and various other musical
outlets.
With CSN&Y Stills was the
writer of "Suite Judy Blue
Eyes." "Helplessly Hoping,"
"49 Bye-Byes." "Four and 20."
"Everybody I Love You" and
"Carry On."

Hicks plays
in San Jose
Dan If.: ka arid his Hid 1,1, ks
will appear at the Burbank
Cineama, 552 So. Bascom Ave.
for three shows tonight.
The performances are at R.
10 and 12 midnight and tickets
can be obtained for $3 at the
box office

predation of the animation.
The haunting "Nutcracker
Suite- and the classic
"Sorceror’s Apprentice" excel
as perfect blendings of sound
and sight.
For a generation weaned on
the cartooning of Yogi Bear
and Huckelberry Hound.
"Fantasia" is a tremendous introduction into a delightful
new world. Nearly any one
frame from the thousands in
the film could be takn as a
undeniable work of art.
"Fantasia" is a complete sensual experience which leaves
its viewers in the fantasy
world of the film even after it
is over. In its two hours, it encompasses the breadth of
human feelings and emotions
from humor and beauty to
mystery and evil.
With the emotions spent and
the imagination arounsed by
"Fantasia," it is almost
expected that, with the conclusion of the film the movie
projector would sprout arms
and legs and dance away for
an encore.

by Mark Heilman
The editors of "Ow.
cosmopolitan
’Playboy’s
cousin) must have gotten the
message jumbled when they
made up November’s issue. Of
course, the girds are stripped,
but look again, the whole cupboard is barelacking
worthwhile articles or hip
news.
Hugh Hefner, who obviously thinks sex is an untapped market, better glance
at ths, his second publication,
before he finds the supply
greater than demand.
"Our tea ’ere across the
dangerous sexist -liberated intellectual tight rope and
finds the further it walks, the
shakier the rope becomes.
For "Openers," as they are
called. a number of oddities
are discussed in the casual
manner of rambling dialogue.
The styles of writing are all
imitation: shades of "Rolling
Stone" and "Time" creep in to
tell the stories.
A slightly melodramatic
story about car owners boasting "Life" and "Death" license
plates is short and punchy but
foreshadows the failure of
subsequent articles: not
enough development of theme,
mood or characters.
The feature articles deal with
such uninspired topics as a
pinball addict pushing his
habit, a female reporter assigned to find out what makes
want mammoth
women
breasts, jean Genet admiring
the Black Panthers, and the
heroin headquarters for the
WestMarseilles.
One characteristic common
to the contributing writers is

Jazz dancers
perform tonight
jazz dances to the sounds of
George Gershwin and Jethro
Tull will be presented tonight
by the Rec Russel Dance Company, a San Francisco dance
troupe.
lecture The
jazz
demonstration and concert
will be held in the Dance
Studio in the Women’s Gym,
PER 262, from 6 to 7 p.m. Admission is free.
The troupe will perform
"Rites of Passage" with music
by Gershin; "Think" with
specially arranged music by
Ted White and Bobby Troup;
and "La Selva de Notche."
music by Jethro Tull. All three
have
been
dances
choreographed by Russel.

An additional performance,
"Street Suite." has been
choreographed by Cecelia
Bowman.
Following the concert a
master class will be held from
7:15 to 8:95 p.m. The purpose
of this class is to technically
develop the fundamentals in
the Russel style of jazz.
There will be a $2 charge for
participants in the master
class with a $1 charge for
observers.
Russel formed his group of
jazz artists after he obtained
wide experience in Broadway
and television dancing. The
troupe has made numerous
stage appearances in San
Francisco.

concert
Folk artist lames Taylor will
headline two shows at the
Berkeley Community Theatre
this Sunday, at 6 and 9 p.m.
Taylor has released three
albums, but it was the second
album, "Sweet Baby lames"
which was the most
successful. A single from the
album. "Fire and Rain" became
one of the top singles of 1970.
Tickets for the show are $4.
$5, and $6 and are available at
all Ticketron outlets, including all Emporium, Sears,
and Montgomery Ward ticket
outlets.
The Berkeley Community
Theatre is located at the corner
of Grove and Allston Way in
Berkeley.

How
did Jesus
heal?
Come to this
Christian Science
Lecture
WHAT IT TAKES TO HEAL" by
James Spencer a Christian
Science Practitioner and Teacher,
3PM, Sunday. octoosr 29th. John
Muir Junior High School, 1200
Branham Lane, Sponsored by
Second Cnurch of Christ, Scientist, San Jose

STUDENT RATES I
on rental ot
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Typewriters
Adding Machines
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SPECIAL DISCOUNT
typewriter repair with this
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KENNEDY BUSINESS MACHINES
170 So. 2nd St. 286-2610
Free parking at rear of store on 3rd St.
Neacwie
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Taylor in

clever and articulately
delivered by Gerard de
Villiers. In "Spare Parts," the
French author thrashed the
notion of powerful people
buying their way through life
at the expense of ignorant
people.
The conversation with
playwright jean Genet was a
boring waste of space. largely
because the interviewer was
unable to probe below the
surface of an angry mind.
Genet went on record just to
pay homage to anything
revolutionary.
Had the interviewer jabbed
a few nerves, he could have
Genet foaming at the mouth.
Instead, more was left unsaid
than said.
But what about the pictures? Who can’t take good
pictures?
"Oui" can’t. lithe magazine
had slightly artistic
photographs, it would merit
another chance next month.
But the graceless shots aren’t
worth discussing. Anyone
with a camera and a girlfriend
could have done better.

GRAND OPENING

COUPON"

F FAA I.F. ( miners Needed to manage fully enclosed credit toad
hooch at new Shell Self-Servke concept near SJS.
Part-time or full-tirwe $2.15 hr. / day /
Study on the fob while not buoy.
MALE ( ashien needed between 10p1554 am.
Full-tIme or part-time $2.50 hr.

their inability to interest the
reader with a story.
For some reason, the reader
is expected to be in the same
knowledgeable positon as the
author in order to appreciate
the message. Not only is this
difficult with such diverse
authors ranging from a classical music critic to a French
poet discovering homosexuality and enlightenment,
it is frustrating and impossible.
The most noticeable missing
ingredient in the stories is
humor. What is substituted is
a mastered technique
separated from the storyteller
in sort of a teacher-topupil relationship.
On a more illustrative note,
one story was particularly

censored and only favorable
photographs were released.
Thereat were sent to the Naval
Archives in Washington, D.C.
on
out
went
Some
international wire services
and to journalists afraid of
going out into combat
situations.
MacKenzie described the
plush press centers of the
armed forces for visiting
reporters in Vietnam. He mentioned free booze, food and
girls as attempts to divert the
reporters’ attention from the
war.
The photographs in the
show were semi -smuggled out
of
Vietnam by MacKenzie
when he returned home.
He got his series of shots of
the corpsmen desperately
trying to save a soldier’s life
under ground -fire by not
turning his film in. "If I had
only shot one roll of film that
day, I wouldn’t have these
shots," he commented.
After six years of American
involvement in Vietnam, the
general public has become
apathetic even though the
horrors of war that MacKenzie
captured so vividly still go on.
The show is a much needed jolt
to a war imnditioned sensibility.

ADDRESS

HE: I finished the cups, teaspoons,
knives, forks, salad bowl and
egg beaters. What’s next?
SHE: Two glasses of Costa Do Sol.
Let’s drink up ... before )ou do
the pots and pans.

PHONE
ZIP
S1/1

Costa Do Sol vintage rosi:. Slightly
sweet, refreshing taste.
bottledEstateand cork -sealed for the
working glass.

Full Quart
Imported

Imported from the Sun Coast of Portugal by the Aliens of M. S. Walker. Inc .

Portugal
Roston.

Massachusetts.
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A little rearranging of furniture in the C.U. allows one to snuggle up just like at home.

Sleep great
as diversion

A contrast in

sleeping styles is offered by these between -class dozers’.

To peace bid

Reaction varied
By Buzz Eggleston
Reaction to reports of a possible peace settlement in Vietranged from "Very
nam
surprised" to "Very pleased"
to "I’ll believe it when I see it."
Democratic presidential
candidate George McGovern
asked why the Nixon administration hadn’t moved
sooner.
Asked about the impact on
election.
presidential
the
McGovern said, "I don’t think
anybody can evaluate that and
that is not the issue."
McGovern had earlier said
he would welcome a settlement "even if it comes on
the eve of our own election.
Gov. Ronald Reagan’s office
issued this brief statement
after being notified of the
reports, "Gov. Reagan is very
pleased that peace is at hand
and hopes an agreement can
come as soon as possible."
Presidential adviser Henry
Kissinger announced that all
and
military
prisoners,
civilian, are to be returned
parallel to the withdrawal id
American forces.
The families of the men who
are missing or held prisoner in
North Vietnam reacted with
prayers and crossed fingers.
loan Pollard of Colorado
Springs, Colo., wife of an Air
Force Lieutenant colonel captured in May 1967, said she
was "thrilled that there is
progress of some kind being
made," but added, "We’ve had
our hopes raised so mans
times, and I’m afraid I won’t
believe it until I see it."
Of 20 students interviewed
by Associated Press at the
University of California’,
Berkeley campus, "every one
the
recent
linked
developments to President
Nixon’s Nov. 7 bid for re-election."
Some students in Berkelil
called the developments a
"bunch of baloney," "a ploy.
and a "political trick."
While expressing some
skepticism, several students
said they were happy the wet
appeared to be ending.
In the San lose State
University area, community
reaction to the reports is
mixed. A spokesman for the
Graphic Offensive said Prey
Nixon and Henry Kissinget
can’t be trusted to keep good
faith after the election.
they
because historically,
have never kept their word:
The spokesman said the
United States sabotoged the
Geneva Accords after 1954.
and "there’s no historical
precedent that the I I.S
Government will keep their
word now.
"Unlike 1954,- the spokes
man said, "the defeat tot the

U.S. is even greater because
there is no demarcation line"
in Vietnam. "Essentially Thieu
is without an army.
"The U.S. is negotiating
from a point of weakness. Ely
the
demanding
not
withdrawal of North Vietthe
U.S.
seems
namese troops,
to be finally recognizing that
Vietnam is one country."
Asked how this will affect
the anti -war movement, the
spokesman rep! ed, "Most of
us in the anti -war movement
consider ourselves to be part
of a much broader movement

By Howard M. Schleeter
Students often find the
academic life stupefying as
well as stimulating, and
sleeping seems to be a popular
pasttime around this campus.
There are four basic sleepertypes at San lose State
University.
First there’s the "morning
sleeper.- He’s the guy who
seems to wake up long enough
to get to campus, but lapses
into a pseudo-insomnia at the
first chance.
You’ll see him slumped over
a textbook with a cigarette
nearly burnt down to his
fingertips waiting for class to
begin. A stagnant cup of coffee
is usually nearby.
Morning sleepers usually
find early lectures adding to
their drowsiness. Any
competent morning sleeper
can doze off and appear to be
awake. They find it easy to
sleep through entire lectures.
A variation of the morning
sleeper is the "perpetual in class" sleeper.
He is oftentimes nothing

which concerns itself with the
oppression of people right in
our own communities."
A spokesman for the San
lose Peace Center, Richard
Linebarger, was asked to
comment on the reports and
their affect on the peace
movement.
"It’s a very good feeling that
the peace movement and the
people of the United States
have put enough pressure on
Mr. Nixon for him to finally
take this action. It’s a pity he
didn’t do this some years ago.

niore than a heavy daydreamer and, like the morning
sleeper, is good at "nodding
off" without being noticed.
About the only time he
wakes up for sure is on
weekends and days when he
has no classes.
Even then, though, he’s
ready to doze off should he see
a textbook or the library.
Perhaps the most common
sleeper is the "between -class
dozer." Every student is one
sooner or later.
This
ubiquitous sleeper
litters the College Union the
lawns, the outdoor benches
and the corridors.
He always looks innocent,
however,
and if ever
awakened by somebody,
offers the excuse, "Geel I was
really studying hard, I must
have dozed off for a couple of
seconds."
lust like everything else,
sleeping has its "heavies."
These are the people who
prefer a plot of grass or a seat
in the cafeteria to their bed,
and seem to sleep more soun-

Fonda cancelled
lane Fonda, Tom Hayden
and the Indochina Peace Campaign will not be appearing at
San lose State University on
Oct. 31 as reported by an off campus publication. Sethi on

Two appearances are still
scheduled for this area. These
are set for Tuesday, Oct. 31, at
Canada College and Santa
Clara University.

The C.U. floor provides a very firm support for some sleepy students.
dly there than anywhere.
Last, (and if the trend is any
least), is the
indication,
student who actually goes to
bed early enough to get most of
his sleeping done there.
Of course there’s no reason
to sleep at night when term
papers, tests, or reports are
due the next day; or when
other activities present a more
interesting alternative.
But this doesn’t bother too
many students. They just
sleep during the day, when it’s
more convenient.

1st &

CONTINUOUS FROM
1 PM

ALL SEATS
50c

.a
immeimmmir

IOU, PURE BED

Barn Buster Trio
NO
LIMIT

7
7.}

with
I mat.,
*Lettuce
*Onions
*Pickles
sCoke
05" Buns
*Special Sauce
*French Fries

Only

is4.
?
. )

C
)

1

79c

NO
COUPON
NECESSARY

RED EILIIIT
250 (. Santa Clara San

Jose

HOWDY DOODY’S TRIP TO FUNLAND (1957)
Features Howdy Doody, Buffalo Bob, Clarabelle and all the
gang, still as young and fresh as we once were. WHAT
TIME IS IT? HOWDY DOODY TIME!
THE ORIGINS AND
KE1 MOUSE (19291
HISTORY OF
Features the famous 1929 Steamboat Willie sequence
THE MICKEY MOUSE CLUB (1959)
Take an immortal trip down memory lane with Annette,
Darien, Cubby, Jimmy and all the Mousketeers, with
original Tootsie Roll commercials. This one really brings
back the good old days.
AMOS N’ ANDY (1952)
This is an incredibly rare historic classic, perhaps your
only opportunity to see again a full episode from a legendary series. In a riotous turn of events, Andy and the
Kingfish throw a monkey wrench into a United States
defense factory in the bomb manufacturing business.
BURNS AND ALLEN (1955)
In this episode. George and Gracie take a trip to Long
Island with madly destructive consequences for everyone
involved.

375 So. Market St
Present Student Body Card for Discount

I 4-113

Animation

3 BIG ACTION
HITS

Also
NEW FIATS as low as
$48.00. mo. (lease)

FALL SPECIAL
SAVE 38c

and

EVERY SUNDAY
ALWAYS

AT FACTORY DIRECT PRICES

DISCOUNT ON SERVICE AND REPAIRS
ON ALL FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC MODELS

A Nostalgic Retrospective of Classic Television

SAN CARLOS
293-7007

PISCEAN BICYCLES 17
ARE HERE!

*10%
’krSTAR
MOTORS

PART 11* ALL NEW!

FOX THEATRE

-k.4044 tt’44Att*40fN-4J

o

SAN JOSE PREMIERE

have
A
/
new shipment of 300 Piscean bicycles
been imported directly to the Piscean stores. j
These bikes are quality 10 -speed touring bikes
which feature:
27" WHEELS
CENTER PULL BRAKES
WEIGHS JUST
DROPPED RACING BARS
PADDED RACING SEAT
OVER 30 POUNDS
11)
ALL SIZES AVAILABLE
for as low as
Plus Piscean now has a full time factory trained
mechanic and complete service Department.

7

MARILYN MONROE
IN WHAT THE FRENCHMEN SAN (1947)
One of Marilyn’s historic early nudies, a howl from start to
finish.
DAFFY DUCK (1954)
A 1954 Daffy called "The Duckstei

BETTY BOOP (1932)
With Cab Galloway’s famous orchestra in "Minnie the
Moocher" and as the girl who when she was bad she was
better in "Mask-A-Raid." They all lump when the wagon
comes.

PLUS SPECIAL SURPRISES!

WATERBEDS - BIKES - PILLOWS - AND THINGS
SAARNL0JOsSE LOCATIONS
W
1528 W . STANOC
of Sears
west
blocks
2
294-1455

THE BEATLES LIVE
See once again the Beatles performing together as they
sing Hey Jude and other classics.

BUGS BUNNY, YOSEMITE SAM (19451
From 945. Sam and Bugs feuding in the Ozark Mountains

PISCEAN
1/4.

YOU ASKED FOR IT (19511)
Stars, of course, the one and only Art Baker, with the
original Skippy Peanut Butter commercials. See the man
who blows himself up with dynamite! See the San Francisco fireman who plays tunes on the alarm bell! And much
more. All because You Asked For It! This show is the
quintessence of a camp masterpiece.

35 S. 4th St,
Near SJS
287-7030

fbt-k41NA4-4014.0’*4,t"440.

FRIDAY & SATURDAY, OCT. 27 & 28
SAN JOSE MUNICIPAL AUD.
AT MONTGOMERY THEATER
MARKET & SAN CARLOS
COMPLETE SHOW AT 7 & 9:30 P.M.
$1.50
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Broncos fall
to Spartans

ele

alk

Bruin aftermath

6Z1=":16.

Lby Nick LabashThere is nothing so agonizing as a loss at a crucial time ut
I heseason.
Right away the coach is considered inept and is second guessed
by everyone who thinks they know something about the sport of
soccer.
A presumption arose in the pressbox prior to the start of the
game with UCLA last Friday that starting goalkeeper. Brian
Russell was kidnapped and held for ransom in downtown Gilroy.
Here was a man who was brimming with confidence on the eve
of the big game now for acme strange reason wasn’t even announced as the starting goal keeper. Instead it was Harry Owls
whose name came bellowing across the public address system.
A quick scan of the Spartan bench with a pair of field glasses
disspelled any theory that Russell was among the missing.
Why on earth would Julie Menendez bench his ace goalie for
such a crucial showdown with UCLA?
Here was a gime the Spartans wanted to win dearly. It hardly
seemed an appropriate time for experimenting.
"Roth goalies had worked hard during practice." Julie
Menendez assured. ’’Harry ’Owls) never had an opportunity to
start a big game for us. I wanted to give him a shot at a strong
team.’
Maybe we had just grown accustomed to Russell’s brand of
play but (izols had several people falling out of the press box
with his death defying leaps in front of the goal.
You certainly can’t fault Harry for the loss." said Menendez.
"Our team made mistakes by trying to call the game."
This statement was in reference to the visitors second goal. A
tree kick by Solomon Terfa was the cause for the Spartan
to cry that the Bruins were offside. While they were
if
yelling at the official. Shoe Agonafer scored the goal.
"They let down." stated Menendez. "You should never anticipate a close call in a dangerous situation. We suffered a mental lapse and it cost us."
Russell definitely plays the nets a bit different than Ozols.
Russell will hang back and guard the goal at all times. Owls, on
the other hand leaps out. Although he busted up several plays,
the first Bruin goal was scored into an empty net.
"Harry IS a little taller than Brian." said Menendez. "I noticed
up in Washington that the Bruins were trying to kick the ball into
the top of the goal. I thought his 10zols) height might help a lit Anther crises arose before the game when starting fullback
Rush.’ Menzel came to the coach and asked him to start Gonzalo
Moreno in his place. Some of the players, too. felt Moreno
deserved a chance to start.
"Gonzalo felt he wasn’t getting a f air shake." Menendez stated.
"Well, maybe he wasn’t. "I intend to play both of them. Both men
perform well." continued Menendez.
"Rusty doesn’t move the ball that well but he does have a
powerful kick. Moreno. on the other hand, has good ball control
and he reads the game well."
The loss to UCLA had it s effect on the players.
Nick Nicolas was yelping about his views of the game in the
training room to anyone who would listen. Moreno passed us in
the hall and we mumbled nice game. "it wasn’t good enough- was
the reply.
The look on captain Bert Baldaccinfs face probably told the
story best of all. "Forget about writing the story and throw that
I notebook I away," Baldaccini groaned.
I obviously didn’t take Bert’s advice or else this story wouldn’t
he here. There were fleeting moments when I deeply considered
disposing ot the notebook in the trash can, forget the whole
nonsense and go out and make an honest living.

MA withdraws its
support of
Athletic Association INGAA
announced yesterday its
withdrawal from the U.S.
Olympic Committee IUSOCI.
The NCAA charged the
ISOt; with "short-changing
America."
Samuel Barnes, NCAA
secreiary-t reit S UrCr.
Said
yesterday that the NCAA
Si rongly supports the Conol the Olympic
ti nuat ion
games, but can no longer
membership in I he

it Is -extensively
reorganized...
The decision to withdraw
was made by the 18-member
NCAA Council at its tall
meeting in Knoxville, Tenn..
Wednesday. The action is
efiective immediately.
A spokesman tor the NCAA
said he hoped the withdrawal
would dramatize the need for
Congress to establish a commission to look into the
operation of the USOC and its
organizational struct ure.

Frosh face Aggies
for championship
-1111

lose

01,111

L’L

I rush but ball team will
travel IIII C. Davis tor a 7:311
pui
Icintest and all the
marbles in the newly-lorrned
Northern California Frosh’lunar
Varsity
Football
League
Caach Willard Wells’
charges ate 2-11 in league action, haying downed San Fran 1.1S1,1,
Stale 46-0 and Santa
Clara 32-8. Davis crushed San
Francisco State 30-o, or its
conterent.e victory.
"The Davis trash program is
dry large. with
Xil people
1111,

suited up for action," said
Wells.
"the Atones throw the ball
well on short patterns and
have very good running backs
to grind out yardage." stated
Wells.
"We will run more than in
past games hoping to control
the tempo of the contest. (Jur
running backs, Dan Praeger.
John Dawson and Tony Cano.
will have tot:nine up with good
performances iii accomplish
this plan." commented the
!Nish mentor.
’Two if our defenders.
Steve lames and Ron Fair, are
ready tor lull -time action after
,tid Wells.

Spartan judokas
set for alumni
(.1oing tor 12 Lonseculive
National Collegiate Championships, Coach Yosh
Uchirla’s judo team opens its
season against the alumni
tonight at 7 p.m. in Spartan
(;ym.
1, 1,1 Milokas
Ilit-

will be
damns’

111111110111111,

Dan Coyro

Moyneur scores TD pass

By Jay Goldberg
San use Stale (2-41 and
Long Beach State 13-3)
University
football teams
have a few things in common
going into Saturday night’s
Pacific Coast Athletic Association contest at 7:30, in
Spartan Stadium.
11 will be the Spartans’ last
home and PCAA contest of the
season.
Both teams have yet [limn a
PCAA game. SISU, 0-3. and
LBSU. 0-1. and both have lost
to league-leading University
of Pacific. The Spartans succumbing. 38-28. and the 49’ers
were edged. 14-10.
However. LBSU has a
tradition established over the
past two seasons of losing its
first
league contest
and
coming back to win the rest of
its conference games and the
PCAA crown.
"This is a must situation for
us." said 49’er head coach Jim
Si rangei.(r ri
third

Friday Oct. 27 7&10 PM

meeting between the two However, enemy defensive
schools on the gridiron. "We backs have picked oft 15 or his
desperately need a win to stay
aerials.
alive in the race.The second and sixth rated
SISU will have to contend
receivers in the conference
with a "super- running back
will be targets for Kimball’s
for the second week in a row,
tosses,
tight -end
Chris
in the person of Terry Metcalf.
Moyneur. 31 catches, three for
Metcalf rushed for 1673 yards
Id’s and tailback Dale Knott,
last season, but only has 321
14 catches tor 178 yards.
yards this year. He has been
However. LBSU boasts the
slowed this tall with an injury
second best defense against
to his Achilles tendon.
"Metcall is an excellent run- the pass in the PCAA, yielding
ning back and I understand he only 129 yards per game. Plus,
has recovered fully from his the 49’ers have the third best
injury," said SISU head coach quarterback in the league in
Randy Drake. Drake has comDewey King.
Metcall scored three pleted 68 passes for 990 yards
touchdowns and rushed or and lour touchdowns.
153 yards against SISU last
LBSU’s signal caller will be
season, but the Spartans won.
throwing to the PCAA’s best
30-28.
receiver. Ken Matthews. who
The Spartans have the best
has 32 receptions tor 870 yards
passer in the PCAA to counter
and two scores.
Metcall’s running. Craig Kimball has completed 87 passes
51511, who has no one rated
in 186 attempts or 1127 yards
in the top ten individual
with 10 scoring tosses
rushers, will have a chance to

utilize its ground game, as the
49’ers have the worst defense
against the rush. They have
yielded 200 yards per game
while SISIJ has the worst rush
offense, averaging only 95
yards -per-game.

Ifs Julio \Iambus,’
1 he Nan
1Osil
Slate
University
water poloists
close out their home season
today and Saturday at De
Anza Community College.
The
Spartans
entertain
Fresno State University at
3:30 this afternoon and Stanford University at 10 a.m.
Saturday. The Spartan IV’s
clash
with
De
Anza
immediately alter the varsity
contest today and with the
Stanford (V’s immediately
after the varsity contest
tomorrow.
Fresno State takes a 7-4
record into the match, against
the Spartans’12-0. Spill is the
only major college water polo
team still undefeated in the
nation.

problem lor SIM). The "Indians" are not the strongest
team in the Pacitic-8, but, according to Walton, "They have
great mobility in the water.
They position themselves well
and play exceptionally good
defense. Their only weakness
is their inability to mount a
strong scoring al tack. In preparing lor the WO
contests, Walton has worked
the team into a two -unit
platoon system. The first unit
is made up of seniors, and the
second. juniors.

"Fresno is bigger and
stronger than they have been
in years," said Spartan coach
Lee Walton.

The object of the platooning
is to help avert one or two
players picking-up live fouls
early in the game and
jeopardizing the Spartans
chances when they enter the
Pacific Coast Athletic Association
and the National
Collegiate
Athletic
AssoMat ion (NCAA)
tournaments later in the season.

"They lost by one (40f1i ID Cal
State -Los Angeles in Los
Angeles last weekend. That is
a good indication of how
strong the Bulldogs are as LA
is very tough at home."
’11.,1!1,rui
poses

Last year. the Spartans lost
John Getters and AllAmerican Brad Jackson with
five fouls in the second period
of the NOAA title match with
I lCI.A. which the Bruins won.
Starters fro today’s Rif 111P

will be Ed Samuels, John
Gebers. Bruce Watson, Harold
Zane, Jamie Gonzales and
either Steve Spencer or Chris
Holt. Al) are seniors. Spencer
has been slowed by the Hu this
week but Walton still expects
him his quota of action.
The second unit, made-up
entirely of juniors. is Howard
Delano, Howard lohnsim, Bill
Warnecke, Brad Jackson, Doug
Low and Dennis Hartman. The
starting goalie will be junior
Fred Wart,

Mastrocola headed the ba
past Brian Russell. who was
back in the nets again.
The rest of the game
belonged to the Spartans as
they kept up a relentless assault on the Bronco goal until
Henry Carvalho set Rosa up
and the reserve wing booted
the ball into the right hand
corner of the net for the winning margin.
Bronco goalie Batten
Campeau did a yeoman’s job
keeping the score as close as it
was. The Broncos would have
been content with a tie and it
was evident with their all out
defensive thrust.

FOX THEATRE
1st & SAN CARLOS
293-7007
WED, THUR, FRI,
SAT. MON, TUE.
0_0 DUN,

-

He’s X rated
and animated,

ALSO

TROPIC
OF CANCER

Political Ad, r

"Although San lose is out of
the conference title picture,
that’s no indication that they
are a weak ball club,- said
Strangeland. "They were close
to winning all three of those
PCAA gatnes, but didn’t get
the right breaks."
"We are bitterly tired of
being right in games and
losing them." said King. "This
week we play another very
good team in Long Beach State.
All the teams on our schedule
are at least very good."
SISU has never gone
without a win in conference
play. All the King’s men an
hopeful to keep it that way.

Spartan poloists to face
Fresno State, Stanford
Walton does not expect the
Spartans play to be as
polished HS it has been because
of the platooning system and
because the team has been
working on conditioning most
of the week.

RETAIN
VIC CORSIGLIA, SR.
SANTA CLARA COUNTY
FLOOD CONTROL AND
WATER DISTRICT #2
ELECTION NOV. 7th
PAID FOR BY THE COMMITTEE
TO RE-ELECT VIC CORSIGLIA SR

TOUCHDOWN
in
HAWAII
lake a special charter, round trip !light to the game. All hotel
and transportation expenses to and from game are included.
leave Nov 22.
All for onlY 5169.00 plus tax.
.
.

SPARTAN
TRAVEL
MART

in the
College Union
287-2070

HILLBILLY
GROSSED OUT
EYENILLBONIE
FOR ROST RlICJQEDQVTTED
RAMIXER5
PAPA AND

MANIA 14)

SPRING ,/E

LIFE 1101

A
mn

guarantees a good reception
when you wear their corduroy
jeans. The strong, clean lines
of western styling are cut in
Cone Corduroy. Tune in a
pair in black, wine, brandy,
hunter, camel, navy, tomato
aubergine or walnut.
Sizes 5-13, about $11,
at your campus store.

may

EGGTIMER (Si
AA *AA

Circle Star Theatre presents

Ir.

NOVEMBER 2-5
TIMES & PRICES:
Theis at 11.30 P.M $6 50, s5.50,
14.50, $3.75. Fro at 830 P.M. and
Sat it 1 30 P M. and 10:30 P.M.:
$7.50. $8.50. $5.50. $3.75. Sue. at
4:30 P N. 15.50, 54.50, 13.60 end
Sue at 8.30 P.M., 86.50, 85.50,
1450, $3.75

Circle Star Theatre
A

MANIII/II IN111419/1’,1",
PROOUCIION

d4,ost,./.1 Mond %no Lanes Colder. 940/0

14111444.1414 et CIRCLE STAR ROI OFFICF
EMMONS’. MACY’S sod All AGENCIES
f al marl or/let milt r her I, pamble to CIRO I
STAR THEATRE and rnod In P 0 ROI 1231
r:ei, dohlornie 94070 Plow NOM WI
eddentod stempal seveMpe skakr44, sta.
I ,, /IA, I, /111140Amencood it Mosta, Chow
,Ate ruw,hec andqviPsignnture As Mt r Milt t nul
fOR REFORMATION ARO SPECIAI GROUP RATIS
CAll 354 2550 r of 0.0 Francesca 982 65W,

Fr.

4 A

SCHMEERGUNTI 1151
A.A.

WOODY ALLEN
JIM CROCE

Mans

Morris Daily Aud.-50c

Spartan tight end, Chris Moyneur, falls into the end zone to
score against the University of Pacific last weekend in a losing
cause, 38-28. Moyneur, who tied a school record of 10 receptions
in the game, is second in the PCAA with 31 catches. He’ll be
facing Ken Matthews of Long Beach State who is first with 32
grabs.

Spartans host LBSU
in PCAA home finale

such outstanding graduates WI
Dave Long !University Games’
member), Gary Martin (Silver
medalist
in
the
1968
I lniversit y
Games),
Doug
Graham 11972 National AM1
Grand Champion), and Rii::
Parr (1971 National AAU
National Collegiate
pawl -

Starring Steve McQueen
ILe
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It appeared that the Santa
Clara Broncos look a few lessons from the UCLA Bruins
and put them to good use in
Wednesday evenings soccer
clash with the Spartans. at
Spartan Stadium.
After the visitors tied the
contest up at one, they
dropped everybody but the
coach back in front of the goal
to make it near impossible for
the local kickers to score.
Tony Rosa finally drilled a
shot past the Bronco defenders
at 19:43 into the final quarter
to give the Spartans a hard
earned 2-1 victory.
This was the first
appearance by the Spartans
since their clambake with the
mighty Bruins last weekend.
At times they appeared
sluggish. Then again what can
you expect with everybody
and his brother guarding the
goal. The Broncos employed
one brothers act, Mike and
Santoro Salerno).
’ "I was happy with the
way we dominated the game,"
said Julie Menendez in the
powder room following the
game. "We took 35 shots and
when you get that many you
are controlling the game."
It is no secret that Santa
Clara plays harder against the
Spartans, in any sport. It has
become tradition.
There was 25:15 gone in the
initial period, when Tony Suffle took a pass from Gary
O’Dell and garnered the
Spartans a 1-0 advantage.
Four minutes later the Broncos tied the game up with the
aid of a corner kick. Salerno
drilled a corner kick in front of
the Spartan goal and Mike
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On Campus
Black Soul Expo seeks talent
Auditions for a talent show to be presented Nov. 9 at a Black
Soul Expo will be conducted daily beginning today in the Joint
Effort coffeehouse.
The Expo, one of a series of programs sponsored by the Black
Students Organizing Committee (BSOCI, will locus on Black
student talent, according to BSOC spokesman Wallace Allen.
Auditions for any type of singing, dancing, or comedy act will
be held daily at 5:30 p.m. under the direction at Brother losea.
Groups chosen to perform at the Expo will receive $25.
Allen said any individual or group who cannot attend the
regular auditions should leave a name and phone number with
the Black Studies Department.
The Expo, Allen explained, is just one program slated during a
four-day presentation.
A Black Bazaar will be presented Nov. 6-7 in the C.U. Ballroom,
featuring booths, films and speakers.
Allen said applications are available in the Black Studies
Department for persons interested in setting up a booth. All
booth profits will go to the person(s) responsible for setting it up.
The two-day Bazaar will offer information, crafts, food booths,
two films and a speaker.
"Battle of Algiers" will be shown Nov. 8 and "West Africa:
Another Vietnam" will be shown Nov. 7. both at noon.
Charles Murray, Black Studies Department chairman at San
lose City College, or Bob Cayou, community organizer of East
Palo Alto, will be the featured speaker Nov. 7 at 2 p.m.
Sandwiched between the Bazaar and the Expo will be a Nov. 8
presentation by the Black Studies Department. Allen said details
would be forthcoming.

Emory Lee to speak Sunday
San Jose State University instructor Emory Lee will discuss
"Bureaucrats" Responses to the Needs of the Asian -American"
at a monthly seminar sponsored by the Asian -American Studies
Department Sunday at 7:30 p.m. in the C.C. Pacifica Room.
Lee, who teaches an Asian -American curriculum development
course at SISU, received a fellowship in educational curriculum
development with the Asian Affairs office of the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare in Washington, D.C. last summer.
According to student coordinator Steve Wong, the purpose of
the seminar is to promote interest in the Asian -American Studies
Department and better communication between Asian American students on campus.
"We have six different groups of Asian students on campus,
each with their own social and political ideas," Wong said. "The
purpose of these monthly seminars will be to propose interesting speakers and activities to draw the groups together. Most of
the Asian -American students on campus know that the program
exists, but very few of them have been into the (Alice."
Lee, a graduate of Stanford University, was assistant director
for the Youth Services and Coordinating Center in San Francisco, and assistant regional director of Asian -American Affairs
for West Coast Region 9 of HEW.

Speech,debates,continue today
A.S. sponsored political programs will continue with kl speech
and two -quasi-debates" today and two films Sunday.
Today’s programming will begin at 11:30 in the C.U. Ballroom
with a speech by Mrs. Rhoda Preier, democratic candidate, 22nd
Assembly District.
At noon, a three-way debate will be held between 9th Congressional District candidates Congressmen Don Edwards (Dem.),
Herb Smith (Rep.). and Edmund Kaiser (AIP).
Senator Alfred Alquist )Dem.) and Mark Hart (Rep.), candidates for state senator in the 13th District will debate at 2 p.m.
in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Two films will be shown Sunday in the C.U. Ballroom at 1, 3
and 7 p.m. The films are "Mexico, the Frozen Revolution," and
"Hiroshima and Nagasaki."

Dr. Spock raps
tonight on campus
Dr. Benjamin Spock,
presidential candidate of the
Peace and Freedom Party. is
scheduled to give a speech
tonight at 8 at San lose State
University in IC 141.
The former baby -doctor turned -politician was
nominated for the president at
the national convention of the
People’s party, with which the
Peace and Freedom Party is
aligned. Julius Hobson, a
from
educator
Black
Washington, D.C.. was

nominated for vice-president
on the same slate, at the
convention held in St. Louis
last July.
Dr. Spock will discuss
Henry Kissinger’s report on
the peace treaty and the efforts
to get the U.S. out of the Indochina War.
Dr. Spock’s California
Coordinator, Jim Bailey,
editorial writer for the
Spartan Daily in 1966, said
there will be buffet with
entertainment for the candidate from 5 to 8 p.m. tonight
at 600 S. 14th St. Admission is
$3 and $2 for students and the
unemployed.
Tickets for the buffet may be
obtained at the Peace and
Freedom headquarters, 218 S.
First St. or call 292-0188.

Third World
dance slated

Dr Benjamin Spock

Members ot the Filipino
People organization will sponsor a "Third World People
Dance" tonight from 9:30 p.m.
to 1 a.m, in the C.U. Loma
Prieta Room.
The dance will feature the
sounds of "Mellow Mystics,"
an all -Filipino band from San
Francisco. Donation will be
$1.50.

KNTV to air
‘Update’ show
The Radio and Television
News Center (RNTC) of San
lose State University will be
presenting their one-half hour
weekly news program "Update" Monday, October 30, on
KNTV Channe111and on cable
television on Channel ff.
The topics presented will be
a story on the Joint Effort
Coffee House, an interview
with Fencing Coach Michael
Dasaro and a look at San Jose
State Championship Soccer
Team.
Anchorman will be Herb

Pagel. Joining him in round
table discussion will be
reporters Mike Sanders, Bill
Briggs, John Deasy. Larry Rice
and Rick Peters.
KSJS News will be presenting a series of feature
programs explaining the state
propositions on the November
ballot. The program is part of
the Spartan Focus series, on
KSIS, 90.7 FM. at 9:10 p.m.
Monday through Friday. The
ballot proposition series will
run through next Wednesday
night.
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Minority program not working,
says Edwards in campus speech
th (ohs Adkooion
Special to the Daily
Congressman Don Edwards.
Tuesday,
SJSU
visiting
alleged that Richard Nixon’s
18-point program to employ
Spanish-speaking Americans
in government in proportion to
their population has produced
only three new employees.
"One of them is an intern,
ones secretary, and another a
speech -maker for the
President," said Edwards,
referring to the results of a
hearing he conducted in the
House of Representatives two
months ago.
Dr. Peter Grothe’s public
opinion class listened to
Edwards and Swedish
legislator Anders Wijkman in
a discussion billed as an SJSU
first. It was the first time
parliamentarians from two
nations have served as guest
speakers in a class on the same
day.
Grothe opened the program
with a quote from Adtai

Stevenson noting that the
loyal
opposition are the
detergents of democracy.’ He
then piked. "we are very
pleased to have two such
detergents with us today."
Democrat
Edwards
and
Moderate Wijkman both
belong to political parties out
of executive power.
Wijkman
described
government,
Sweden’s
dominated by the Social
Democratic Party, as "totally
different from the United
States. This is fascinating."
Moderate
the
Although
Party is the most right-wing of
political
Sweden’s
five
parties, according to
American standards Wijkman
is a liberal. He explained that
the Socialists command support of about 45 per cent of
Sweden’s population while the
Communist Party enlists 5 per
cent. Three other parties,
and
Centrist,
Liberal,
Moderate share the other half
of Sweden’s voters.

Council reviews
investigation
A.S. Council heard an abbreviated report concerning
the Spartan Daily investigating committee and approved 46 recommended apnoiniments to A.S. and
Academic Council committees
in minor action at its last
meeting.
Councilman Jamm Basseri,
vice-chairman of council and
head of the investigating committee reported, "I, myself. see

Victim
released
Karen Sue Brett, 29, of 1824
The Alameda, Library stabbing victim of Oct. 6 was

the need tor a second paper on
this campus and we’ll keep on
working on that."
The report was brief, despite a lenthy meeting with
members of the Daily staff
Tuesday in which various
points of Daily coverage were
discussed.
Basseri promised further
reports at the next meeting.
In approving the committee
appointments submitted by
A.S. personnel selection officer Donna Lai, councilmen
ratified 27 positions which
had originally been submitted
up to two weeks ago.
They were tabled following
council’s desire to meet the
recommended individuals
through an "open house" type
it meeting earlier this week.
Council also endorsed 19
new recommendations submitted by Miss Lai, who indicated 48 openings still exist
on 10 ililinrent coninu I teps.

discharged from San Jose
Community Hospital Monday.
George Breit, 38. her estranged husband and suspect
in the attack is scheduled tor
arraignment in Santa Clara
County Superior Court at 1:30
p.m. Nov. 3 on a charge of
attempted murder.
Braff pleaded "innocent" to
the earlier charges of
attempted murder and assault
with a deadly weapon at an,
Oct. 19 arraignment in San
Jose Municipal Court.

Dirk Bogarde
In
Thomas Mann’s

DEATH IN VENICE

Wilknian s Moderates are
the second most influential
and he is reputed to be a
promising candidate for Prime
Minister.
Edwards began his talk with
sharp criticism of the Nixon
administration. As chairman
of the House sub -committee on
civil rights, the lawmaker said
the President believes in a
"different constitution than
the one we know, his own
constitution."
He cited specifically the
Vietnam War, strong administration support of noknock laws, non -enforcement
of voting rights laws, the
...atergate break-in incident,
as examples.
Don Edwards represents
the 9th Congressional District
in California, including SISU.
He is in the area campaigning
for re-election next month.
Wijkman spoke for a few
minutes primarily discussing
the differences between
Swedish
American
and
legislatures and campaign
styles.

questions during the last half
hour of the class, and a round
of comparisons between the
two legislators followed.
When asked what he would
do first with federally
provided campaign funds, if
that policy came into effect.
Edwards quickly responded.
"voter registration, nothing is
more important to a
Democrat."
Wjikman smiled and
thought about the question.
"Since Swedish voters don’t
have to register to vote...I suppose I could make some nice
posters."
The program was met with
applause at its end, and one
student leaving the classroom

"For the first time in 1968."
he explained, "some Swedish
politicians
adopted
some
American style...some canvassing. and occasionally
parties...barbecue parties." He
reported however that
Swedish
politics
is still
strikingly different.
Elected decision -makers in
Sweden are much "further
away" from their constituents.
Wijkman
admired
the
American
congressman’s
practice of sending letters to
voters. and using door-to-door
campaign workers to distribute literature.
"The
Swedish
political
system forces people to vote
party, always party. I like the
idea of putting personalities
and individuals before the
voters."
Wijkman also commented
that in Sweden, party leaders
constantly
argued
issues
publicly,
and
criticized
Richard Nixon’s policy of noninvolvement in debates with
challenger George McGovern
Edwards and Wilkman took

YOU’LL LIKE IT!
Chick -N -Rib
Restaurant
14i WAS,,. SI
lacrom from DMVI
Home cooked meals!
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SereC Wine
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I couldn’t get King Kong to give me
a whirl. But when I turned on to
Akadama Plum (thelip-smacking grape
wine with the natural plum flavor) all
the College Men started turning on to
me. Thank you. Akadama Plum. for
turning the prom glom into the bee’s

Guadalupe Parkway and
Brokaw Road, according to
police reports.

knees.

Services will be at the
Berge -Pappas
of
chapel
Mortuary. 40842 Fremont
Blvd. Fremoht. at 11:30.

Akadama Plum

The toast Of the campus.

imported by Suntory international Los Angeles. Calif

ZEISS, THOMAS, PFAHNL & SCRUGGS
CS9T IF ,LO [MIL, ACCOUNTANTS
SAN JOSE. CALIFO0NIA

ACCOUNTANTS ’

REPORT

The Board of Directors
San Jose State College Foundation
California State University, San Jose
San Jose, California

San Jose
June 30,
auditing
and such

We have examined the condensed statement of financial condition of
State College Foundation, California State University, San Jose as of
1972.
Our examination was made in accordance with generally accepted
standards and, accordingly, included such tests of the accounting records
other auditing procedures as we considered necessary in the circumstances.

In our opinion, the statement presents fairly the financial position
of San Jose State College Foundation, California State University, San Jose at
June 30, 1972 in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles applied
on a basis consistent with that of the preceding year.
San Jose, California
September 26, 1972

/Yet

Once al 700

"MALCOM X"
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’Yaw./ die"

Graduate Killed
Funeral services will be held
his morning for Gregory M.
Fricke!. recent San Jose State
lniversity graduate, who was
killed Oct. 25 in a motorcycle
accident. He was 22.
The accident occurred at
8:48 a.m. at the corner of

commented on his reaction.
"Grothe did 11 again. What a
whopper!"

SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE FOUNDATION
CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, SAN JOSE

at wis

NICKELODEON

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY AND COLLEGES AUXILIARY ORGANIZATION

fl../COLIr & CEDAR STS.
SANTA CRUZ
426-7500

Condensed Statement of Financial Condition

Typewriter

June 30

RENTALS AND REPAIRS
IBM AND ADLER
RENTALS START AT $10
CALL 2 8 8-8 1 8 1
BAY AREA BUSINESS MACHINE
11 94 S. 2nd St. SAN JOSE

When you need
a pencil we get
the lead out.

1972

Assets
Current assets:
Cash
Marketable securities, at cost
(market value $468,290)
Receivables - Grants and Contracts (Note 2)
’Receivables - other
Prepaid expenses

$ 1,277,612

507,796
$ 1,987,727

25,086

3,814,145

Total current assets

171,205

Fixed assets, at cost (net of depreciation $29,209)

$ 3,985,350

Total Assets
Liabilities and Fund Balances
Current liabilities:
Contracts payable - current maturities
Accounts payable
Accrued liabilities
Other payables

19,272

112,857
24,362
13,487
169,978

Total current liabilities
Long-term liabilities:
Contracts payable - noncurrent

That goes for any other kind of art supplies you
might need, too.
We’ve got the largest selection of all the big
names in art supplies that you’ll find anywhere.
No matter what you need.
And you’ll find our prices are right.
Because we keep our pencil sharp.

2,012,813
15,924

Fund balances:
General Fund
Expendable Restricted Fund (Note 2)
Designated Fund
Auxiliary Activities Fund
Endowment Fund
Plant Fund
Agency Fund
Total Fund balances
Total

Liabilities and Fund Balances

71,299

$

572,703
1,963,155
354,555
224,114
558,048
70,656
842
3,744,073
$ 3085050

Notes to Financial Statements

N ,te
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4.4

1

from San Jose
- Equipment with a net book value of $642,087 was transferred
during
State College Foundation to California State University, San Jose
University,
the year under review. We were informed that California State
San Jose is the legal owner of this equipment.

in the amount of
Note 2 - Grants and Contracts receivable as of June 30, 1971
Credit Control
$1.536,907 were offset on the prior year statements against
accounts in the amount of $1,568,862 reflecting a net current liability
On the current year’s financial statements, Grants and
of $31,955.
current
Contracts receivable in the amount of $1,987,727 are shown as a
are
receivable and Credit Control accounts in the amount of $1,963,155
Flo led in Expendable Restricted Fund balance.
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Death, farm workers lead
local election arguments
By Steve Terry and
Ramiro Asencio
debate on a lite-or-death
17, and
Proposition
Farm
.
22. the
wo :or initiative, both of
which will appear on the Nov.
was held in the CU.
Baliroom yesterday afternoon
before a small crowd which
grew to approximately 100 by.
the end of the debate. "lhe
debate was sponsored by the
A.S. Council.
Albert C. Bender. assistant
district attorney for Santa
Clara County, claimed the
defeat ot Prop. 17 would mean
the denial ot the legislative
process concerning "issues
which have, by precedent,
been legislative matters and
not judicial...
Bender said the only reason
Prop. 17 was on the ballot was
to allow the electorate ol
California an opportunity ill
decide If they agree with the
July 1972 Anderson Case
decision handed down by the
Court
Supreme
California
condemning the death penalty
unusual’.
as "cruel

and

punishment
He said prior to the decision.
judges disavowed the right to
decide this question. Even the
recent U.S. Supreme Court
decision, he said, did not
mandatory death
condemn
sentence such as attack by
"life" inmates on guards, and
perjury which results in the
death of an innocent indn on
but
murder)
or
trial
concerned

its,isith

tional decisions.- Such
decisions are those which may
decide either for death or a
prison sentence.
Speaking an opposition. attorney Jerome Falk. said that
because the proposition was
drafted before the U.S.
Supreme Court decision, the
result would be mandatory
death -sentence for all convicted of murder in California.
Bender denied this, stating
passage of the proposition
would merely "bring the
status of capital punishment
in line with other non abolition states."
Falk also argued against
Bender’s claim that capitol
punishment deters crime.
Bender had said. You can’t be
sure from statistics whether
capitol punishment does not
deter crime.
Falk replied by alluding to a
national study which concluded no differences in the
rate ol capitol crimes between
abolition states and bordering
states which enforce the death
penalty.
Proposition 22
another A.S. Sponsored

In
debate yesterday in the C.U.
ballroom. Father Mike Cross
of Salinas met with very little
support from students and
community members on his
stand supporting Proposition
22, the farm labor initiative.
Supporting a "no" vote on
the measure, Kit Bricca, mid’
peninsula organizer for the
United Farmworkers Union,

debated with Fat her Cross
concerning
various
interpretations of the measure
as presented to the public
through effective media such
as billboards. Bricca pointed
out that billboards favoring
Prop. 22 read "For
Farmworker’s rights." He
contended this is mis-leading
to the general public.
Father Cross referred to the
United Farm Worker Union as
a "multi -million dollar
business" adding that many
farmworkers "have to join" the
union within seven days after
employment and "not of their
own free will."
Josephine Flores, a
farmworker who participatec:
in the debate stated, the
farmworker’s union has
helped many farmworkers by
negotiating higher wages. "we
don’t ask for anything, said
Mrs. Flores, "that don’t belong
to us."
Father Cross was questioned concerning statistics he
presented regarding expenditures by the U.F.W. for
medical and other services.
Father Cross was chided for
not presenting "comparative
statistics."
Father Cross stated only 14
per cent of the funds entering
the union were used for the
farmworker. He maintained
farmworkers "have not been
able to choose" their representation.
Another member of the
audience asked if it was true
the Farm Bureau had spent

Halloween show
begins Sunday
...Creak...SundaN
7:30 in the dark abyss ot old
haunted Morris Dailey
auditorium, there will be a
Halloween Festival of Witchcraft and Horror!...eerie...
Psychic Marc Reymont will
host the evening ot strange
and horror-filled rituals. The
show is part of Reymont’s -Occultism in the 70’s.- his if t Broadway play.
It was produced in New
York
and
includes
tarot,
voodoo,
astrology.
and
telepathy.
clairvoyance
There is a donation ot $3
general and $2 tor students.
The net proceeds will go to the
Mariltifind
California
Initiative.
According to Lee Mercer.
coordinator of Experimental
College, co-sponsor it I the
with
along
the
event
California
Marijuana
Initiative, the show is a
"dramatization ol cc witchcralt
initiation ceremony.
It is the initiation it a novice

witch into a coven, ja 13
member group of witches).
The ritual will be true to
modern coven practices,
derived from ancient texts on
witch craft."
The interpretation will be as
true as possible, down to the
instruments, costumes and
candlesticks.
"It is a serious adaptation ot
witch rituals, which are
horror-tilled." said Mercer.
"It is not Satanism. It is based
on pre-Christian witchcraft,
called Wicca, the way of the
wise.’ It should not be confused with devil worship."
There may also be a
clairvoyance demonstration
by Reymont. There will be a
ritual by which the audience
can symbolically solve their
problems by using a family
magic bowl, according to
Mercer.
-The cast is still deciding
whether or not to do the ritual
in the nude, like an original
coven.
They
feel
clothes
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West Hall will be transformed
into an un-dormlike haunted
house tonight from 8-11 p.m.
Visitors to the 11th and 12th
floors will meet Dracula, travel
through an eerie graveyard, a
Tickets are 25 cents each
and will be sold in the West
Hall lobby from 9:30 to 6:30

today and also at the door.
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Haunted
dorm gig
chamber of horrors and an
amazing maze
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inhibit the psychic energies
which they want to unleash in
the ceremony," said Mercer.
One of the horror movies to
be shown was done by San
Jose State University
students. It is called
"Calleach." adapted from a
medieval Irish folk legend. It is
about a she-demon who
terrorized the Irish countryside and attempted to
corrupt a Catholic: priest.
The movie was done in
cooperation with the Society
for Creative Anachronism.
Another
standard horror
movie will be shown or a band
will perform.
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Stephen Stills
Nov. 8, 8:00 P.M. Manassas
Maples Pavilion Stanford University
Tickets 3.50 4.50 5.50
At all Ticketron outlets

POPGUN WATERBEDS 1525 W San
Carlos S.J . 294-1455 (Just West of
Sears) features KILN DRIED DOUGLAS
FIR handcrafted frames, top quality
waterrnattresses from $12 & up organic
furniture pillows. quality 10-speeds
sales & service accessories friendly
service. righteous prices BEDS TO
REST, BIKES THE BEST at PISCEAN
294-1455
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE COLLEGE
organization meets Thurs 7 30 PM in
memorial chapel All are welcome,
"LIFT YOUR SPIRITS"
Join a college-age BALLET class at
Wave School of Ballet Basic technique for the beginning dancer Beverly
Eutrazia Grant. Director Phone 24r’1778
it no answer 286-8917
THE CLOTHES RACK
112 So First Street
We are a quality Manufacturers Outiet of
Women s aPrieffel and shoes 10% discount to students. university personnel
Try us you II like us,
BLACK male cal, free to good home 1 yr
old housebroken, has had shots Very
friendly, needs love 269-3077
MON-TRUSS. Show Student Card for
Pizza 20% oft Dollar Pitcher Beer. Dancing Fri & Sat 900 PM- 100 AM, VIP
PIZZA. 1468 S. Ist St . S.J
HAVE A PROBLEM? Looking for
answers, Let Campus S OS help. Call
the Spartan Daily at 277-3181 or drop by
SURPRISE SALE Spartan Bookstore
Starting Oct 24, 1972 varied & interesting
items Come see for yourself 25-50% off
NOT OPPOSITION to progress lust opposition to blind progress Vote Yes or
Proposition 20 it s our beach lets save
what s tett
KRISHNA CONSCIOUSNESS has
returned to ban Jose and are caving free
roga classes and vegitanan dinners
every Saturday at 4 PM 641 E San
Salvador Si between ,310 & 1418 54
COME BEE WHAT’S HAPPENING TO
OUR CALIFORNIA COASTLINE. Free
filfh sponsored by Sierra Club in AS
Council Chambers in CU 11 am & pm
TODAY,
SUCCESS -THRU
SELF
,wL EDGE Past. present. & future
oil by aPPOintment (spews 1 hr I
926-0413
I AWAY FLICKS Le Mans Starring
:..teve McQueen 76 10 PM Friday, Oct.
27 in Morris Dailey Auo. Adm 5,36

AUTOMOTIVE
’70 HONDA SI. 350. 5.100 actual miles
$500 Cali 264-2049 after 6 pm
’71 YAMAHA 360. Good transportation
Excellent condition Call offer 7 PM 2778595
’69 VW CAMPER 17 000 miies. ex cond
like new Engine checked All repairs
made No worries for you $2350 with
new Semperit radial tires Bank says
Bluebook value is 82.650 Call evenings
226-2565

’62 BUICK SKYLARK. Vinyl top. A(C. 4
speed 1 owner Good condition $350 or
best offer Bill. 287-6302

FOR SA-LEt 1955 black and wrote
Chevrolet Convertible New top, good
tires $150 Cali 356.5390 between 8-9
m

91)16

11111 ea I

Sumiii,

ilt.01

’67 MUSTANG, 0-8, Automatic. new
shocks, good tires Radio. Heater, good
condition $ 1.195 Ceti Jay 258-21KW days
259-3734 eves
DATSUN 2,000 ROSTR. Removable
hard lop, radial tires. 5 spd $1,200, also
’855W Gooding . trans $400 354-2578

on r-ifbu-ift- cog
’54 VW 8U930.000needs trans irrorli $200 Cell 256.9950
lifter 4 PM

siDFA’

onl%

"Ttli CO.. 1111 Siliffriffl I

’70 TRIUMPH 850CC Pert shape It
peipes. $850 ’offer Dave 298-0161
’66 SUZUKI 841 Hustler Top end over
hauled recently Runs good $300 or
offer 258-8291
MATCHED PAIR, HIR HERS YAMI
175 s. under 200 ml, $1.400 including
trailer. 246-2956 after 2.00 PM.
70 StIZUKI 500 Excellent cond. Must
sell $550 or best otter. Call 252-1143.
13 FORD GAL. r & hair con. V good eng.
New tires. 1 owner. Needs $50 repair
5225zbest offer 295-0933

FOR SALE
WATER BEDS -Yin Yang-Water Bed.Do
Since 1970, has water beds and accessories of the finest quality at the lowest
prices Compare anywhere 2 locations
400 Park Ave , Downtown San Jose 2861263. and 24E. Campbell Ave across
from West Valley College, Campbell 3781040
THE PISCEAN 35 S 4th St I’, block
north of Library) 287-7030. Features a
compiete line of heated waterbeds from
554 pillows accessories. quality ID’
Spend imported bikes from $63 Sales &
Service All at righteous prices with friendly helprc,i service 287-7030 BEDS IQ
REST. BIKES THE BEST at PISCEAN
_
SAVE THIS AO. Before you pay retail for
stereo equip . crack nue for discount
prices on Teac, Sansui. Pioneer. Dual etc
We guarantee San Jose State students
Inn lowest ptices amiable in the entire
nay area Call for weekly specials 2472028
ARE YOU STILL PAYING full price for
paperbacks? Recycle features largest
selection of paperbacks science fiction in
Bay Are,, oprice, mostly We pay 20 per
cent cover. 30 per cent trade for your
better paperbacks used records. too
Recycle 235 So 1st St 286-6275 open
10-9
MODERN HOUSE for sale near SJSU
Newly lurnished Veo interest Call 2975345 Owner

TUNE UPS DISCOUNT CYCLES
cmrhells flIt, pourneymen motorcycle
mechanic Wild discount labor retell or,
honde omens triumph wawstiest if/I
ebor *omens or information call WM
I 581 M4 /ornitforn Sal Sun 1011M aPm
TOYOTA CORROLLA HEM fif 56 Mime
mews Am/EM stereo $2 rite) 259-1448
See it, nr 288-5658

MATURE MALE College student Over 21
IN share house with ’amain exchange tor
12 hours maintenance work per week in
Saratoga Phone 364-8178

TYvINU. FAST. ACCURATE ALSO
EDITING. IBM SELECTRIC, FORMER
ENGLISH TEACHER CALL 244-6444
AFTER 8 MARY BRYNER
yrsatio to be done?
Theses, manuscripts, term papers
Mrs Alice Ernmench 249-2864
Fast, Accurate, Reliable

GARAGE SALE: N. woman s coats.
watermatress. rnisc Sun Oct 29 10-5
354 N. 5th 68

LARGE 2 BEDROOM
Now available Large 2 bOrm apt
carpeting covered parking, & many other
fine features Unfurnished only 135(rno
With luxury furniture (Wend new) only
$33.76 per Month per person. Call 2921896

SKIS: Head Masters. Step-in bindings,
215 cm Exc. cond $850, offer. P8,2922356 after 8 PM

LO HOUSE NEEDS 2 AMTS, M F. or
couple share rm f treplace. Pecs yd. 3BR,
B.B O.. sun-room. $55 se, util. 720 S. 9th
207-1312.

FROM: Art & Eng Dept
Surprise Items!
FROM: General Siffibliell 0001
Surprise Items,
FROM: Gift Dept.
Surprise Items,
Spartan bookstore
starting Oct. 24

HELP WANTED
LOVE YOUR BOSS
When you become a SHAKLEE distributor
you are your own boss No quotas
no risks! Every distributor has
different goals & different approaches
The fact that our natural products
really are the finest is reflected in
our Out of Sight Sales Growth
Please make comparisons.
We will ask you to do a little research
before we let you sponsor in
NO DISCRIMINATION SHORT HAIR
OK
JOHN & MARY 486 SO 5TH 02-2973866
WEEKEND JOB
Students earn $3 hr In spore time. Run
your own aeration crews. Apply in person
Thurs. thru Fri 1-5 PM 1659 Scott Blvd.,
Suite 16. Santa Clara
EVENINGS
AND SATURDAYS
Sell Time-Life publications from our San
Jose office Good earnings on salary and
bonus. Steady work Call 258-5433 after 3
PM Dialogue Marketing 480 N. 186 Si,
San Jose
FULL OR PART TIME. Men & women
drivers Mon, Wed. Fri and Tues. Thurs.
Sat . Sun 1 00 prn to 630 pm & 16 am to
6 30 pm 30 per cent 10 50 poer cent commission Tropical Ice Cream Co. 358 No.
Montgomery , St. S J. 297-4228 Mr.
Bennett
STUDENT TO WORK in warehouse &
del. tires Mon - Fri 710 1230 Astro Tire
Co 1580 Old Bayshore 298-1420
BASKETBALL
VOLLEYBALL
REFEREES- Applications in the Student
Activity Off ice C.0
PART-TIME approx. 9-12 hrs. wk (eve)
Chinese student work in small Chinese
take out rest, need car. pref. Goo $1.65
start & tips. 377-4830 11-2

LADr white gold diemond wedding set.
Worn 4 rnos Ex cd Come see & make
offer 298-6253

PART-TIME HELP WANTED
Democratic party. 243-1720.

SHREDDED FOAM RUBBER 35$ per lb
293-2954

EVERYBODY wants to know something.
Let the Spartan Daily’s weekly Campus
S.0 S. column help you. Call 277-3181.

BLACKLITE POSTERS St 50, PATCHES
756 & up, INSENSE 25 STICKS ,298.
PIPES 11 00 & up, RADIOS $3.95 up,
LEATHER GOODSE BINOCULARS
122,00 & up BLACKLITE. COMPLETE.
18" $11.95, 4 $22.95 STROBE LIGHTS
$17 95, GAS GLO BULB $395, INDIA
PAINTS, FISH NETTING $1 98 & up TSHIRTS $200 EACH BROOKS 80 E San
Fernando 1 blk from SJSU Phone 2020409
- -PENTAX 35 mm SLR His body. Yashica 12
lens 570. Minolta Autocord
x
case. $10, both with tilts, lens shade
See Dr Minium. Psych, or call 259-9385
DYNACO FM-5 TUNER KIT. Unassembled, still in shipping container Factory
guarantee $145 Call 336-8827 (In Ben
Lomond)
CALIFORNIA RANCH HOME
Charming 3 EErm on ’A ac in County.
Frnch doors in dine m lead to breezeway
& BBC] Lo Isks-A must see-cell now
$32.950 Wen H Long. Realtor 285-7970
NEW MACRAME GOODIES for everything from Jewelry to big will hangings.
heavy cotton string, linen, colored &
natural lute tarred martin & tree MPS
WILDS WOOLY 1200 15th St at Santa
Clara St Phone 288-1588
17 30 3 SDRM Custom made mobile
home Skirting & awnings, many extras.
Excel cone $500 - $1,000 down. 2265898
14-0-1:1LEHEILD FURNITURE n’ STUFF.
Good prices for quick sale 28915+6

osiseo KING TING YANG waterbed
and frame, pad, liner $36 297-1547

969W FASTBACK RADIAL tires. New
paint Recent ring overhaul 997-3629
Ask or Hon

.0111111111:111

’59 BUG EYE SPRITE. Real sharp. rollbar.
hardtop new tires, magi. koni shocks.
rebit eng 5700 374-5843

1969 AUSTIN AMERICA Low miles.
clean, 4 spd. AM(FM $8001offer 275-9105

’70 VW AAAAAAA 03141A coupe, radio
rex interior. only 24.0110 mi. ex coed New
rewires, must see best offer Call 377.
3381 altar 6 PM

OAILY.

’65 VW SUS - rebuilt ens (receipts)
built-in bed, carpet extra finecond $950
2933180

DOUBLE BED, box sp, matt.. frame. Very
good $30 RADIAL TIRES. Michelin X.
Seto! 4 Lots of rubber $40. Ray 2484639

’$9 VW CAMPER w 66 engine good condff ,on 5/00 or best offer Gall 292-4583

BETWEEN in t 7It
275-0%6
PITCHER OF
BEER *

’8? AUSTIN HEALY 3 000 se, n, (.
or best offer 374-6603

1980 FORD feicon great transpo, vinyl
root auto trans, clean can $150(trady
Call 275.9105

MOTORCYCLE 6110 Triumph 1970 This
bike is minim! New tires, recent
overhaul. 8.000 orig mc 9800 269-9581.

264 E SANTA CLARA

Ili.. all:

SHAKLEE
ECOLOGICALLY SOUND
SINCE 11115,
F000 Supplements (Instant Protein.
Vitates. Vita E. Calcium etc
Horne Cleaners (Basic Ft L. etc 1
Beauty Aids IProteinized Shampoo etch
John & Mary Rhoades 297-3806

II MUSTANG, 3-spd .6 cyl. Very good
condition, new paint good tires, must
see $700 Call Rick 345-0828

Off

tip I lee pi/zit

ANNOUNCEMENTS

, EL CAMINO LO-LINER CAMPER by
Protecto Top Fits ’65-’73. Used once.
Ong $330, now $220 Silt 287-6302

1

Frank Rock, Denice Hoff, Nancy Bane, and Bruce Ingrassia are all set for the Share dance.

2211411‘,

HONDA 1971 CL 460 2,200 mlles-$700
Call 266-5994 or 293-8698

"I-SI, sit

s

for
publicity
purposes in favor of
Proposition 22. Father Cross
stated it was true but added he
did not see what that had to do
with the issue.
Father Cross said there is
not a clear definition of a
permanent worker and temporary worker as presented by
the U.E.W. He stated "adverse
publicity" has given the impression that 95 per cent of the
farmworker would not be
represented in secret ballot
elections.
$240.000

BICYCLES
Sales and Service
Discount on parts and ACcenories to
students year round
Gene’s Bicycle Barn
1186 E William St 293-7897
ONE DORM CONTRACTIor sale. Mal*
Offered for less than Housing Office pric
Call 286-2896
HAUS BALANCEILmnasen wales 022
W Julien 288-8130
-------- -SUPERIOR GUALITYLower Price
PANTY HOSE AS colors plus Gold.
Royal -Navy, Grey, White. They fit
AL L Sizes 5 to syr 61.49 Plus Postage. To
order Phone 293-2729 Mr. Wood
NEW THE PERMANENT NATCHwith key
chain, lights up to 15,000 times, light,
stores, camp fires. cigarettes. cigars, etc
II, order send $1 00 elm 254 Postai. 10
W Wood 445 Vaughn An., Sit CA
I/5128
TYPEWRITER’S C 250 Office Electric
1511 Model (Pig $225 ’Part coed $125
752-5857

for

MEN
18 yrs. & up. Newspaper circulation. No
exp. nec. Transportation fury Must be
available by 12 noon daily Generous
training allowance to start. Call Al Benson 289-1091
FRIDAY FLICK "Le Mans" Starring Steve
McQueen 7 & 10 PM Friday Oct. 27 in
Morns Dailey Aud Adm. 504.
"STUDENT to districule computer dating
forms. 5300-$600/rno. Write Box 508,
Boulder, Colo. 80302.

LARGE, modern. clean. 1 bdrm., turn,
apts Water. garbage. parking free Hal
laundry taCil. 2 Wks. from Sall.
Reasoneble rates 299-7894.
2 ROOMS IN HOUSE on 5 acres
EASTSIDE $75/ino util, women. nonsmoker. infant OK, couples accept $150
for both rooms 236-0406
LARGE APTS, FOR RENT. 2 bedroom. 2
bath, furnished pats $160 See at 5080
11th St or phone 289-8045
GIRLS! 510 I ratio guys to girls, 3 bdrm.
large, clean $225-5240. 8950. 111h, 2751974.
NICE FURNISHED HOUSE, 2 bdrms.
$210 for 2 or $240 ford.Reed St near S.
10th St. 246-3032.
APT. FOR RENT 1 bdr . furnished $130
Call 297-1397 after 5 PM "Large" near
campus
HOUSE Or rent 180 So. 12th St. $250. all
util. pa
QUIET GIRL U.D. or Grad. Furn, studio
apt. Utilities paid, no garage. $95ffno 251
So 14111 St.
FEJAALEto snare newly furnished room
in girls house One block from campus.
Kit, pnv., washer, dryer, pow. retng. in
room. $50irno. 441 S. 5th St. SEE KEYE
IN ROOM 57 298-7687 or 297-4057
LGE1 Bedroom apts.,
furnished,
w/w carpets.
Recreation room,
Swim pool
620 So 1st St. SJ $130
MARRIEDS ONLY
1 bible, turn apt near campus. Quiet
clean. Water & gas paid. No pets or
Children. $110 per/mo. 545 So 1115 St.
293-5428
ROOM FOR RENTS02 bedroom
furnished apartment near the campus.
Room for 0 students. New rugs Cell 2522243
FURNISPIED1 bedroom apt, to sublet
immediately across street from Duncan
Hall of Science 408 S 5th St. 013
CHOICE APARTMENTavelable to RESPONSIBLE tenants Faculty, graduate, or
senior students Tile bath. kitchen. etc.
Comfortable rooms REFERENCES- By
appointment 294-2149
SKI LODGE. 4 hr.. 365 near Echo Summit. sleeps 20.. fully furnished, fireplace.
on Hiway 50, group rates Wknd or wkly.
258-7052. 578-1602.
MALE OR FEMALE(*) share 4 bdrm. 2 be
house with 2 grads -into Zen
Kretrinamurti Hillsdale and Almaden Ex
pry $80 a util. 266-5817 bet. noon.

STUDENTS earn $100 or more per week.
Year round working wiyoung boys on
Interesting newspaper promotion
program No exp. nec. You are trained by
experts. No Invest., collections. or del.
nec. It’s easy to earn even higher income
Over 50% of our students average more
than $100/week last year You must have
a valid drivers license, insurance, good
running car Working hours are 3-9 PM
and 8.30 AM - 0.30 PM Set. Call now 2891091 ask for Mr. Terry.

FOR RENT Large 2 bdrm house 656 S
gin St Girls only Call manager after 5 PM
297-8309 or drop by at 674 5 9I6 St N 1

HOUSING

STUDIO, 1 & 2 bedrooms unturnished
$110 to $135 Electric kitchen., pool.
opts., drys.. water & garbage paid 9238085.

GIRLS ONLY. New room, scrou the’
campus Kitchen prin. Ample parking 99
So 9th. also 278 So 10th Cell 2954528,
295-8514 Private rrn $95, double $65..
triple $55011 Safe and quiet
FOR RENT
VERY Ige 1 13/ R Apti
Porn, Lew carpets.
Swim pool. rec room, $130
Studios $100
9209. 946 St. SJ.

1 IIDRM APT, near college. Comfortable,
clean apartment available to responsible
tenants Faculty or upper division
students $125 References repaired
294-2159.
FEMALE to share apt. with 3 others.
Mellow atmosphere Non-smokers only
Close to Campus $45 rent. 293-2083

EXPERIENCED TYPING- Electric IBM
Term Papers, These, etc. Dependable
Mrs. Allen 294-1313
PROFESSIONAL STUDENTS
Interested in primp coaching by local
prolessq,n,C - Car /’,any * 244-5743

TRANSPOR TAT ION..
FLYING SOON? Your TWA Campus
Representative Bruce Freeman can help
you make your GETAWAY. Fly at 113 off
with a TWA Youth Passport end take up
to 24 months to pay with a FREE
GETAWAY CREDIT CARD- Call 2878668 for information or 298-6800 for
reservations.
EUROPE -I
-EAST AFRICA
Student flights Inexpensive student
camping tours throughout Europe, Russia, and Mexico. Official SOFA agent for
inter-European student charter flights,
including Middle East and Far East.
Student ski fours European used can
purchase system. CONTACT ISCA,
15687 San Vicente elycl 04. L A. Calif.
90049 TEL 826-0955.
FLY TO GREECE OR SPAINnext
summer student memberships in World
Cultural Exchange, Inc P.0 Box 6286,
Salt Lake City. uteri 84106 Write now for
details.

PERSONALS
UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED
PERMANENTLY 235 E. Santa Clara
Street Rm. 513 Phone 294-4499. Minted*.
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY that feels
like people in love Petersen & Bishop
Photography 138 North Santa Cruz, Los
Gatos 350-2513 Mark or Ted
TO
coos. Happy Birthday 17,61
love you. JAN
FEMALES-Have an unusual occupation
or hobby? If so, please contact me. I’m
working on photo assignment. Possible
publicatton in well-known magazine.
Need your helpl Call Nicole 247-3341
EVERYTHING you always wanted tO
know about anything but were afraid to
ask Ask Campus S.O.S. at 277-3151 and
see it in the Daily.
HURRY
TL.
THE
BOOKSTORE before your friends buy up
the stock Surprise sale Oct. 24.
NUMEROLOGIST available for parties.
etc Priv readings by appmnt. No gimmicks. 928-0413.
WHERE’S THE BEACH? Only 250 miles
left 01 155 1.100 miles of coast line in Calif.
Vote Yes on Proposition 20 Please. it
won’t cost you a cent
FRIDAY FLACKS "Le Mans" Stirring
Steve McQueen. 7 & 10PM Friday Oct.27
in Morris Dailey Aud Adm, 504.

LOST & FOUND
LOSTFemale Apricot Poodle near King &
Story Answers to Sybil. Reward 2951405
LOST: Wig herr samples from a cosmetic
company during the week of Oct. 2nd,
192 Reward of $5 01,11 656-2699.

Need a
Good Car?

FOR RENT 2 bdrm turn & unturn, apts.
w/pool. 5135 to $160. Call 294-1451
betwn 1 & prn , or see st 555 S. 10tri St.
Apt. 52.

SERVICES

LARGE one bedroom apt. $135 in nice
old house with fireplace. 5905.511191. 513
WIN
Large studio, sap. study room
Heated pools, lure w/w, carpets
5 min, from campus
secluded
297-1200
111106. Ce 11115
1 Moms 1020 Elm near the Alameda &
highway 17 With new green ahoy carpets
$115 248 1294
QUIET ROOM- pet. home for serious
"strelght" male student. 297-8079.

RENT A TV OR AAAAA 0, no contract
Free del Free service Coll.Esches 2512598
BRIDAL FAIR! PHOTOGRAPHY
HIGH quillity Wedding photography for
LOWEST Bay Area rates $88 includes
gold & whits elbum, 80 color prints of
your choice. full set of slides. BRIDE
KEEPS ALL NEGATIVES-Extra lull color
Staff of 20
ex104-51 25 each
photogrephers Make an appointment to
decide.
Open every
samples-then
see our
evening until 10 pm For FREE Bridal
Packet cell 257-3181

WICK WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY
Color wedding coverage from $9950
BRIDE KEEPS COLOR PROOFS &
album F WE $25 1104 color wall print
with wau Service PHONE 299-3300
Evenings till 10 PM

NICE FURNISHED HOUSE, 2 bdrme
$210 for 2 or $240 for 4 Rawl St. neer S
10111 Si 248-3032, 287-6806

AUTO/MOTORCYCLE
INSURANCE
CSIS (COLLEGE STUDENT INSURANCE SERVICE), WITH NINE
CALIFORNIA OFFICES TO SERVE YOU.
HAS THE BEST RATES CALL US AT
289-8881 OR STOP BY 404 5 3RD ST 2ND FLOOR

IRIS RUNT, celery for college girl Shr 2
bd. 2 bth apt re& help working girl in
wheelchair 578-0879

PHILCO CAIIINET TV. runs great Must
nil 545 or best offer, will take typewriter
ri Trade 905-2773

6 BDRM. Howls clots to campus
per month Call 287-4900

GYMNASTIC INSTRUCTOR needed
parttime could turn into full-time job
(_Intact the Control YMCA 1717 TM
Mowed’ 296-1717.

FREE ROOM 6 BOARD to girl over 18
campanion to a handicapped inel
vidoduei very nice apt Cali Robert Hell at
298-3208 after 5 PM

Imo

9:30-3:00, M- F

TYPING
185S 3RD
287-4355

MARRIED COUPLES
Large 2 bdrm with new w/w carpets,
built-in kitchen, Garbage Disposal, sir
conditioning, enclosed garage, pool a
blk SJSU. quiet lour-plex. $175 Fite
laundry Manager, 46118 5thef 286-0944

APT. will, coed, near campus, 2 bdrm
mod kit turn . roomy, $145 641 So 1 lth
St

SEE
AUTOMOTIVE
And to place your ad
- I(’ ’.717

TYPIST
Accurate, experienced. test Can edit
theses, papers Near City College Mr,.
Ashmien 21113-4104
TYPING, last, accurate and reasonable
rates Call 246-9710 after 6 30 PM masadive
TYPING-Thesis
General
Reports,
Letters IBM Seleciric Ressonebie 263.
5095

Spartan

Daily
Sparlaa
Daily

